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Предисловие
Туризм в Республике Карелия в настоящее время характеризуется достаточно
устойчивыми темпами развити, наблюдается стабильный поток ттуристов из-за
рубежа. Однако в пространственном отношении данное развитие характеризуется
неравномерностью. Основная туристская нагрузка приходится лишь на несколько
наиболее известных и традиционных центров, привлекающих туристов – Кижи,
Валаам, Соловки, Петрозаводск. Одной из причин пространственных диспропорций в
развитии туристского комплекса является тот факт, что территория Республики
Карелия отличается значительной дифференциацией по степени обеспеченности
туристско-рекреационными ресурсами и туристской инфраструктурой.
На территории Карелии существует большое количество уникальных
памятников истории и культуры, природных памятников, известных исторических
мест, имеющих мировое и общероссийское значение. К ним относятся архитектурный
ансамбль о. Кижи, Валаамский Спасо-Преображенский монастырь, первый русский
курорт «Марциальные воды», карельские петроглифы, саамские каменные лабиринты
и сейды и многие другие памятники. С территории Карелии открывается наиболее
удобный и короткий путь на Соловецкие острова и к архитектурному ансамблю
Соловецкого монастыря. Все эти памятники органически вплетены в российскую
историю. Уникальные природные особенности позволяют в республике развивать
практически все виды туризма. Красота карельской природы и ландшафтов воспета
многими известными поэтами и художниками. Огромный интерес у туристов
вызывают уникальные фольклорные и национальные традиции и обычаи древних
карел, места, связанные с историей создания эпоса «Калевала». Это лишь немногие
слагаемые туристско-рекреационного потенциала карельского края.
Карелия, обладая богатыми рекреационными ресурсами и многовековым
культурно-историческим наследием. Уникальная северная природа, архитектура,
церкви и соборы, музеи и другие объекты привлекают в Карелию туристов
практически со всего мира. На государственном учете находится 1,5 тыс. памятников,
некоторые из них включены ЮНЕСКО в список всемирного наследия. Природа края
удачно сочетает в себе лесные, озерные и приморские ландшафты. В республике
действует ряд заповедников и национальных парков.
Кафедра туризма ПетрГУ
осуществляет подготовку специалистов для
индустрии туризма, которая признана Правительством Республики Карелии как
приоритетная отрасль экономики. В условиях активного развития международного
туризма большая роль уделяется качеству подготовки кадров, особенно владению
иностранными языками. С целью повышения уровня подготовки студентов по
английскому языка преподавателями кафедры подготовлено учебно-методическое
пособие «Культурное наследие туристских дестинаций Карелии».
Представленное учебно–методическое пособие на английском языке является
первым опытом издания учебника для специалистов-практиков по туризму в Карелии.
Оно имеет ярко выраженную коммуникативную направленность (не случайно особое
внимание уделяется разговорной практике, а целый раздел посвящен фонетике
английского языка и овладению современным произносительным стандартом) и
призвано способствовать эффективному межкультурному общению в сфере туризма.
Павлова Элла Николаевна,
доктор педагогических наук,
зав.кафедрой туризма Петрозаводского государственного университета

PART I
Module 1. KARELIA AS A TOURIST DESTINATION
FOCUS 1

DESTINATION
WARMING UP

1. Work in pairs and discuss the question. What makes a place attractive for
tourists?
VOCABULARY

2. Study the vocabulary list.
Destination, tourist destination, be defined, brand, to promote cooperation among
entrepreneurs, location, tourist attraction, to meet the criteria, to determine, image,
perception, determinant, human being, heritage, special events, accessibility, transport
infrastructure, means of transport, accommodation, activities, stay, public-utility services,
package tours, criterion-criteria, the above mentioned/ the below mentioned.
3. Match the words with there definitions
1. destination
a. vehicles such as buses and trains used to transport passengers
2. entrepreneur
b. a place for someone to stay, live, or work
3. tourist attraction
c. the place that someone or something is going to
4. package tour
d. a private company that is allowed by the government to provide important
5. accessibility
services such as gas, electricity, water etc
6. accommodation
e. a place that many tourists visit
7. public-utility
f. a businessperson
8. means of transport
g. a holiday organized by a company that includes the cost of travel, hotel etc
9. catering
h. easy to reach or get into
i. the activity of providing and serving food and drinks at parties, meetings
etc for money
4. Give synonyms to the following words and expressions
To define, to be determined, an entrepreneur, sight, human being, to help, determinant
READING

5. Read the text and explain how a destination is defined in international tourism.
A tourist destination is one of the key concepts of international tourism, but researchers
and practitioners still disagree over how it should be defined. When building a
destination-wide brand, developing local regions, or promoting cooperation among
regional entrepreneurs, we must understand what it is that a destination can offer.
It is generally agreed that a destination is a physical location where a tourist spends at
least one night. It contains tourist attractions, tourist products and related services that
are necessary to meet the demands of a tourist for at least a day. Destination has physical
and administrative limits, which determine how it is managed, it also has a public image,
which
must
be
taken
into
consideration,
and
perception.
To become a tourist destination the location, the region has to meet a number of
requirements. These are as follows:
Tourist attractions, e.g. natural and man-made wonders, heritage, special events, etc.;

Accessibility, e.g. the entire transport infrastructure, including roads, means of
transport, etc.;
Tourist services, e.g. accommodation, catering, host services, other tourist services,
etc.;
A variety of activities that can be chosen by tourists during their stay
Public-utility services, e.g. banks, telecommunication, hospitals, etc;
Package tours.
Not all locations can become tourist destinations. There are certain basic criteria that
have to be met so that a location can become a tourist destination and the above
mentioned are only the most basic ones.
6. Read the text again and answer the questions.
1. What is a destination?
2. What is the public image and public perception of a destination? (image is the way the
place is attractive to visitors, perception is the way the visitors see and evaluate the place)
3. What factors determine a tourist destination?
4. Can any region become a destination? Why?
GRAMMAR FOCUS

Present Simple Passive.
- We use an active verb to say what the subject does.
Example: The White Sea washes the republic in the North East.
- We use a passive verb to say what happens to the subject.
Example: The republic is washed by the White Sea in the North East.
Subject
Verb
Object
The White Sea
washes
the republic
Active
The republic
is washed
Passive

(agent)
by the
Sea

White

7. Work in pairs. Turn from active into passive.
1. Researchers define a tourist destination in different ways.
2. They develop tourist activities in this area.
3. Lake Onego washes the republic from the south.
4. Two lakes and the White Sea border the republic.
5. They name it central destination.
6. They call Karelia a land of thousand lakes.
7. They locate guest houses on the shore of the lake.
8. Tour operators organize package tours.
9. We use a hydrofoil to reach Kizhi Island.
10. Specialists divide the republic into 12 destinations.
Active or passive?
- We use passive only with transitive verbs (verbs which take an object).
Example: The White Sea washes (what?) the republic in the North East. The republic is
washed by the White Sea in the North East
- We don’t use passive with intransitive verbs (verbs which don’t take an object) such
as, arrive, live, go, become.

Example: become (what?) This tourist attraction becomes popular this year.
8. Work in pairs. Make up sentences, mind the use of passive and active voice.
1. A tourist destination (meet) some basic criteria.
2. The museum (locate) in the centre of the city.
3. Karelia (call) a land of forest
4. Not all locations (become) a tourist destination.
5. Petrozavodsk (wash) Lake Onego.
6. The White Sea (wash) the east of Karelia.
7. The republic (divide) into 12 destinations.
9. Translate from Russian into English.
1.Карелия находится на северо-западе России. 2. Республика омывается Онежским и
Ладожским озерами на юге и Белым морем на востоке. 3. Карелию называют краем
тысячи озер. 4. Республика делится на 12 туристических дестинаций. 5.
Туристическая дестинация определяется как местность, где развита туристическая
деятельность. 6. Не каждая местность может стать туристической дестинацией 7.
Туристическая
дестинация
отвечает
определенным
критериям.
8.
Достопримечательности, туристические услуги, доступность, коммунальные услуги,
являются критериями, которые определяют туристическую дестинацию.
SPEAKING

10. Think of Karelia as a tourist destination. Work in groups and discuss the questions.
1. Can Karelia be called a destination?
2. Does the region meet the basic criteria of a tourist destination?
3. Can it be divided into smaller destinations? Why?
11. Work with the map
A. Find all the below mentioned destinations of the republic.
The Pjaozersk destination, the Kalevala destination, the Kem-Belomorsk destination, the
Muesersk destination, the Segezha destination, the Suojarvi destination, the Central
destination, the Pudozh destination, the northern Lake Ladoga destination, the Olonetz
destination, the Sheltozero destination
B. Talk about their location using the following words:
To be situated/to be located, to be washed by, to be surrounded by, to be close to, on the
shore, on the coast of, close to the border, to border on etc.

.
FOCUS 2 THE CENTRAL TOURIST DESTINATION
WARMING UP
1. Work in groups and discuss these questions.
1. Why do people come to Karelia?
2. What do they do when they are there?
3. Is it the perfect place to come to or are there some disadvantages?
4. What do you think are the negative features of Karelia?
Possitive features: Karelia is striking for…, …is worth visiting, it is remarkable for…, to
attract/to lure tourists, is impressive, it is rich in etc.
Negative features: Karelia lacks… it has a shortage of…it has a lack of…it has
insufficient….unsatisfied conditions of….etc.

VOCABULARY

2. Study the vocabulary
Tourism in terms of, destination, tourism recreation, proximity to the target markets,
to form the core, area, historic, historical, target markets, services, to facilitate, to be
remarkable, prerequisites for, a variety of, to predominate, lack of, tourist season,
insufficient, inflexibility, unsatisfied condition, world-famous, numerous
Location advantageous location, to be situated, in the proximity to, in the vicinity to, the
town of Kondopoga, the village of Spaskaya Guba, Lake Onego
Nature nature reserve, geological and tectonic structure, ancient layers of volcanic rock
hard rock, tectonic breakings, precipices, riverbed, hilly terrain, numerous, mineral springs,
mineral deposits, a rare mineral, rapid rivers, whitewaters, waterfalls, coniferous forests,
pine, spruce deciduous trees, birch, aspen, shoreline, area
Animals game animals, moose, bear, wild pig, badger,
Fish pike, sander, perch, roach, burbot
Attractions star sights, tourist attraction, a place of interest, tourist site, Water Spa, church,
the church of Dormition
Accommodation hotel, self-catering apartments, guest houses in the country
Transport hydrofoil, airport, ski and snowmobile paths, transport links, promenades, peers
and beaches.
Food and drink bars, restaurants, takeaways, local specialities, local cuisine
Climate a blend of continental and marine, fairly mild winter, a brief and cool summer, to
be tempered by, mean temperature, annual rainfall
Types of tourism and activities cultural tourism, sporting tourism, health and fitness
tourism, business tourism, ecotourism, hunting tourism climbing, skiing, boating, sky
surfing, fishing,
3. Give synonyms to the following words and expressions.
To be located, terrain, shore, rock, ancient, territory, evergreen trees, deposits, mixture,
mean (adj), short, whitewaters, landscape, lack of, remarkable, to lure, sights
4. Give antonyms to the words.
Long, high, mean, marine, rare, deciduous, coniferous, slow, insufficient
READING

5. Read the text and answer the questions.
1. Does the central tourist zone of Karelia meet the basic criteria of a destination?
2. What characteristics of a destination haven’t been mentioned in the text?
3. What additional criteria have been mentioned in the text?
The central tourist destination of Karelia.
The Central destination is thought to be one of the most attractive and promising
areas in terms of tourism and tourist recreation. It is located in the central part of Southern
Karelia including the Medvezhegorsk region, the Kondopoga region, the Prjazha region and
the city of Petrozavodsk and the surrounding area.
The star sights of the central destination form the core of the area, they are the
Zaonezhje area with its world-famous Kizhi island, the nature reserve of Kivach, the
geological park Girvas, Martial Water Spa, the wooden church of Dormition in the town of
Kondopoga, the village of Spaskaya Guba, Lake Sjamozero area with its historical villages
and the historical center of Petrozavodsk.

The advantageous location of the destination is defined by well-developed transport
infrastructure and its proximity to the target market of tourist services (such as Moscow and
St.Petersburg(about 500km away)) The core of the central destination is situated right on the
M 18 Highway Kola, by which the main tourist attractions of the zone can be reached. Rail
and water transport routes are also accessible.
The central destination is remarkable for its geological and tectonic structure with its
ancient layers of volcanic and hardrocks, tectonic breakings (precipices), which served as
riverbeds for numerous local rivers after the glaciers melted many millions of years ago. It is
also remarkable for numerous mineral springs and mineral deposits including the rare
mineral Shunghite.
The hilly terrain and the proximity to water are good prerequisites for the
development of climbing, skiing, boating, sky surfing, ecotourism etc. Besides white water
rapids and waterfalls could also be promoted as attractions.
The majority of the central region is covered with coniferous forests, where pine and
spruce predominate, though the Zaonezhje area is covered mostly with deciduous trees such
as birch and aspen. A variety of game animals (moose, bear, wild pig, badger) and fish
(pike, sander, perch, roach, burbot) could encourage the development of fishing and hunting
tourism in the central region.
The climate of the central destination is a blend of continental and marine, with a
relatively mild winter and a brief, cool summer. In general, winter is not very cold, and
summer is never very warm and can be rainy, the climate is tempered by Lake Onego. The
mean temperature in July is 16 to 17 Centigrade, and in February, minus 10 C. The warmest
month is July with a maximum temperature of 31-36 C and the coldest month is February
with a minimum temperature of -40 C Annual rainfall averages 400 to 600 millimeters
The most important types of tourism in the central region are cultural tourism,
sporting tourism, health and fitness tourism and business tourism
GRAMMAR FOCUS
6. Look through the text “The Central Destination of Karelia” and find sentences with
passive voice.
Match the words in the left and in the right columns according to the pattern.
Pattern: Schungite is mined in Medvezhegorsk region
Use: to mine, to situate, to call, to temper, to cover, to catch, to offer, to use, to develop, to
wash, to speak.
Schungite
medvezhegorsk region
Northern Ladoga Area
by Ladoga Lake
The church of Dormition
the town of Kondopoga
Karelia
coniferous forests
Different fish
local lakes
Hydrofoil trips
on Lake Onego
A Karelian pie
kalitka
Timber industry
in Karelia
The climate
by Lake Onego
The Karelian language
in Karelian villages
Snow mobiles
for winter holidays
7. Work with a partner. Make up questions from the words given below. Let your
partner answer the questions.
Pattern: Where/pike/ to catch – Where is pike caught?
1. Where/ the Karelian language/to speak?

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

When/ hydrofoil trips/ to offer on Lake Onego?
Where/shungite/to mine?
What/ Karelia/ to wash by?
Where/ the Martial Spa/ to locate?
Where/ traditional cuisine/to offer?
How/ a Karelian pie/ to call?

It is believed that… It is considered that… It is known that…
8. Express these ideas using the structures: it is thought, it is believed, it is considered, it
is known, and it is said.
Pattern: People say that Kizhi Island is worth visiting- It is believed that Kizhi Island is
worth visiting or Kizhi Island is believed to be worth visiting.
1. We think that people in Karelia are friendly.
2. They think that nature sights of central destination have striking views.
3. They consider that central destination is remarkable for nature and cultural sights.
4. They know that wooden architecture lures lots of tourists.
5. They believe that Kizhi churches are very impressive.
6. People consider that Karelia is rich in forests and lakes.
7. They say that the destination has a shortage of accommodation in peak holiday
season.
8. They know that the destination lacks restaurants.
9. Change from active into passive.
Pattern: We can find a lot of game animals in forests. - A lot of game animals can be found
in forests.
1. Tourists can catch fish in the lakes.
2. We can find lots of fish in local lakes.
3. We can use relief forms as tourist objects.
4. We should define some criteria for a tourist destination.
5. The region have to meet basic criteria to become a tourist destination.
10. Work with a partner. Answer the questions.
1. What kind of animals can be found in local forests?
2. What kind of fish can be caught in local lakes?
3. What kind of activities can be run in the central destination?
4. What sights can be shown to tourists?
5. How can a destination be defined?
SPEAKING

11. Describe the landscape and the sights of the destination using the following words.
…. be characteristic of Karelia landscape, here there are a lot of…, we can see…, one
can see…., ….can be found on its territory, ….can be seen, be rich in, be famous for, is
worth visiting
12. Prove that:
- the central destination is one of the most attractive and perspective areas in Karelia.
- it is conveniently situated
- the nature of the destination can be attractive for tourists
- the nature of the destination is a good prerequisite for promoting various activities
- cultural tourism, sporting tourism, health tourism and business tourism are the most
popular in this destination.

8. Work with a partner and recommend the best season for visiting the central destination,
explain why, describe the weather at that time.
It rains a lot, it snows, the wind blows, it’s chilly, warm, wet, windy, sunny, it can be hot,
beautiful weather, good weather, etc.
Home task. Find more information on the central destination of Karelia, mind the
basic criteria of a destination: tourist services (accommodation, catering, host services),
package tours, tourist attractions, accessibility, activities. Make a list of advantages and
disadvantages of the central destination.
FINAL TASK

GIVING A PRESENTATION
1. The table lists some of the important positive and negative features of the central
destination in Karelia. Does it correspond to what your opinion about the central
destination? Is there anything you would like to add to the table or take away?
Product strengths
-

-

Product weaknesses
Lack of foreign language skills especially
Friendly people
good-quality on-site interpretation in other
languages.
World
famous
sites/
pleasant - Short tourist season
countryside/ nature sights
- Litter and pollution in the forests
Attractive shoreline
- Cold climate
Many types of accommodation
- Lack of accommodation in a peak holiday
Good network of Tourist Information season
Centers
Central highway and railroad
- Insufficient investment in connecting
Hydrofoil trips on Lake Onego
road/rail transport links
airport
- Unsatisfied condition of the roads
ski and snowmobile paths
- Insufficient number of promenades,
peers and beaches.
- Lack of bars and restaurants in the towns
Traditional Karelian cuisine
outside Petrozavodsk
- Small variety of foodstuffs in local cuisine
- inflexibility of some local restaurants to
provide various food.
- Politically stable
- Lack of hygiene in some places

2. Express your opinion. What creates a positive image of the central destination and
what can influence negatively the perception and location decision-making.
Use the scheme.
First, give an argument
Argument
To my mind, the star sights of the central tourist zone create a positive
destination image.
Then prove your argument with
Examples
For example, the beauty of magnificent wooden churches of Kizhi Island
lures hundreds of tourists every year.
Statistics
According to statistics, last year the island was visited by….tourists
Quotations
Evidence

as tour operators say Kizhi Island has become a visiting card of Karelia.
because ….

3.You have recently returned from a familiarization trip to one of destinations in
Karelia and now you have to report back on your visit. Decide which destination you
went to. Prepare a short presentation. Mention the strengths of the tourist zone which
can create a positive destination image and weaknesses which can make a negative
influence on the perception.
Use the following tips:
- make a plan of your ideas, talk about
location (seaside, mountains, plain, forest, etc)
sightseeing (museums, galleries, historic monuments, parks, gardens)
activities (climbing, skiing, boating, sky surfing, etc),
accessibility (trains, bus service, hydrofoils, motorboats, roads, waterways, etc),
catering (bars, restaurants, takeaways, local specialities/cuisine),
accommodation (hotels, cottages, guest houses, tents, etc)
climate (seasons, temperature and rainfall)
- prepare any pictures
- check for any grammatical mistakes
- practice reading the presentation
Use the following phrases: (language tip)
Introduction Good evening, everyone. Thank you for inviting me to speak on… I’m
going to talk about…
Introducing your talk I would like to start by… I shall begin by…Then I’ll speak
about…Thirdly I will talk about… And lastly…
The main part of the talk Let us begin with… However…As far as (the
accommodation) is concerned… Moving on to… My third point deals with… At last but
not least…
Summing up/conclusion So in conclusion you can see that…
Saying thank you and ending talk Thank you all for listening so attentively. I hope I
have been able to tell you a little about… Before I sit down I would first like to
thank…for…Does anyone have any questions?

Module 2. GETTING AROUND
FOCUS 1

MEANS OF TRANSPORT
WARMING UP

1. Work in pairs. Find out whether your partner has ever had problems with
transport in Petrozavodsk. What went wrong and what did your partner do?
VOCABULARY
2. Study the vocabulary list.
Transport infrastructure, transport expenses, transport routes, railways, automobile roads
network, transportation corridors, customs and border control infrastructure, fare, coach
seat, sleeping compartment, left luggage facility, luggage, refreshment, payphone, adjacent
to, long-distance coach service, shuttle service, bus, trolleybus, taxi, intercity bus, cheap, to
be on a tight budget, fee, airport, airfield, landing area, harbor, hydrofoil.
3. Learn to pronounce the words.
Infrastructure /ˈɪn.frəˌstrʌk.tʃər/, route /ruːt/, automobile /ˈɔː.tə.məʊ .biːl/, compartment
/kəmˈpɑːt.mənt/,

luggage

/ˈlʌg.ɪdʒ/,

refreshment

/rɪˈfreʃ.mənt/,

adjacent

/əˈdʒeɪ.sənt/, intercity /ˌɪn.təˈsɪt.i/, budget /ˈbʌdʒ.ɪt/, airport /ˈeə.pɔːt/, harbor /ˈhɑː.bər/,
hydrofoil /ˈhaɪ.drəʊ .fɔɪl/.

4.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

READING
Read the text and answer these questions:
How many airports does Petrozavodsk have?
What’s the best way to visit Petrozavodsk's sights and discover the city?
What facilities does Petrozavodsk's railway station provide?
How much does it cost to use the left luggage facility at Petrozavodsk's railway
station?
What are the three major taxi companies in Petrozavodsk?

Effective functioning of the Karelian economy depends to a large extent on the
stability and further development of transport infrastructure, the optimizing of transport
routes and the minimizing of transport expenses. The main areas of development of
transport infrastructure in Karelia, as outlined in the project ―Strategic Development of
Transportation in RK up to 2020‖, are the extension of rail and road networks transport
corridors, the development of air and water transport, and customs and border control
infrastructure.
I. Rail
There are 2100 km of railways in Karelia with routes from the
Republic to the cities of Murmansk, Saint-Petersburg, and
Helsinki. Fares vary according to type of seating (coach seats or
sleeping compartments) and season.
Station facilities in Petrozavodsk
1)_______________________

Why not leave your bags in a secure environment whilst you sightsee or enjoy a
meal? The left luggage facility is open daily 24 hours a day. All items of left luggage will be
subject to examination. You may be asked to open your bag for physical inspection. If you
refuse, your luggage will not be accepted and the police will be notified.
The tariff for use of the left luggage facility is as follows:
Deposits
up
to
24
hours:
$
2.00
/
Under
20
kg
Deposits
up
to
24
hours:
$
3.00
/
Over
20
kg
Periods greater than 24 hours are charged at $ 3.70 of the full 24-hour day per item.
2)__________________________
Re-energise with a drink and snack at one of the food stops. Refreshment facilities are
available in the vicinity of the railway station in Petrozavodsk. Kafe ―Bistro‖ is open daily
from 7 a.m. till 11 p.m.
3)__________________________
Some payphones are located in Departures and Arrivals. There is also a MiniCom-enabled
payphone adjacent to the information desk in the main entrance of Departures.
4)___________________________
Cash machines are located near the main entrance to Departures.
II. BUS
Long-distance coach services are bus services operated over long
distances between cities. Intercity bus services are primarily aimed
at linking together one or more urban centers. As they often run as
express services while travelling through rural areas, sometimes
acting as a long distance shuttle service at only two terminals.
When purchasing a bus ticket it is possible to obtain a single or
return bus ticket. Children under five travel free.
III.Public transport in Petrozavodsk
The best way to visit Petrozavodsk's sights and discover the city on
your own is by public transport: buses, trolleybuses and taxis.
Intercity bus services in Petrozavodsk are relatively cheap, but not
the most pleasant - although it's useful if you're on a tight budget.
Public mini buses (marshrutkas) are run to a fixed route and
schedule, serving specified bus stops. Stops are marked by red,
white and blue signposts. A typical fare is $0.5 (15 rubles ). Kids
under seven ride free. In addition to the bus service, the town is served by a network of
trolleybuses. These are generally clean, and very popular. The fare is $0.3.
Shared taxi services operate as a form of flexible public bus service. The average
fare is $ 2.20. Cabs are usually available at the bus station, and should certainly be used at
night. Minitaxi (56-06-06), Auto Petrozavodsk (77-00-00) and Taxi-063 (063) are the three
major taxi companies. You pay a base fare of $3-4 to travel within the city. Fees are higher
for additional services (ordering a taxi by phone, traveling by executive car).
IV. Water and Air Transport
There are three airports, two airfields, and three landing areas
which are used by the Lesavia airline. Petrozavodsk international
airport is one of eight priority airports in the North-West region of
Russia. The development of links between the Republic and
countries in Northern and Western Europe in the spheres of

industry, tourism, and culture made it necessary to further develop air transport in the
region, and primarily Petrozavodsk airport.
There are 3744 km of waterways usable for shipping in the Republic. From
Petrozavodsk harbor a hydrofoil service carries people to the island of Kizhi, a World
Heritage Site with an outdoor museum of ancient wooden architecture. The construction of
the commercial sea port in the city of Belomorsk began in 2008; when it is completed it will
be able to accept vessels of up to 30,000 tons and provide the shortest route from Siberia,
Kazakhstan, Middle Asia and China to Northern Europe.
5. Read the text again and come up with titles to the parts of the chapter devoted
to station facilities in Petrozavodsk.
Possible answers:
1) Left luggage
2) Refreshments
3) Pay phones
4) Cash machines
6. Are these statements true or false? Correct any false statements.
1) Effective functioning of the Karelian economy depends on the stability and further
development of transport infrastructure.
2) There are 5,000 kilometers of railway in Karelia.
3) Children under eight travel free by bus.
4) Intercity bus services in Petrozavodsk are relatively cheap, but not the most pleasant.
5) Share taxi services operate as a form of flexible public bus service. The average fare
is $ 4.20.
7. Give definitions to the words:
infrastructure
payphone
cash machine
hydrofoil
executive car
GRAMMAR FOCUS
8. Two-part verbs are formed by combining a verb with a preposition to change its
meaning:
check in - to arrive and register at a hotel or airport;
drop off - to set ashore;
get out - to leave a closed vehicle, building, etc;
get in - to enter;
get off - to leave a place, vehicle;
get in - to succeed in entering a place, vehicle;
pick up - to go somewhere to collect someone; stop for someone to board a train, boat, etc.;
set off' - to start on a journey;
take off - (of an aircraft or bird) become airborne.
Complete the sentences with a phrasal verb:
1.
When travelling by air you have to get to the airport early in order to
__________________ about an hour before your flight.
check in

check out
check for
2.
The plane ______________ at 6 o’clock.
took off
got off
take in
3.
Small taxi boats will ________ you ____ and _______ you _______ at any
navigable pier for a fare of $ 35 per trip.
pick you up and drop you off
get you off and check you out
take you off and check you in
4.
On another platform a train has just come in. Some passengers are ____________ ,
others are _________________.
getting out, getting in
checking out, checking in
taking on, taking off

1.
When the permission is received from the control tower the plane begins to move
faster and faster and finally ________.
takes off
2.

She _____ the train and went the rest of the way home by bus.

got off
get on
got out
3.
I called a taxi and ____.
got on
get out
got in
4.
By
selling
his
sheep,
to ___________ on his journey.
set off
check in
take off

he

manages

to

get

enough

SPEAKING
9. What would you say to visitors in your city who ask these questions?
1. What do I have to do to get a taxi?
2. I’d like to spend my vacation here. What’s the best way to get around?
3. How do the buses operate around here?
4. Is it possible to hire a car here? Please tell me about rental policy.

money

FOCUS 2
KARELIA

TOURIST DESTINATIONS AND TRANSPORT FACILITIES IN

WARMING UP

1. Think about tourist destinations in Karelia and say which of them have better or
worse transport infrastructure, which are the most accessible for tourists.
READING AND SPEAKING

2. Read the text and complete the gaps with words and phrases from the box.
Lacking, directly, motorway, passes, element, uncongested, scenic, water,
railway, capacity, routes, interstate.

freight,

Tourist Destination “Pripolyarnaya"
The basis of the transport infrastructure is ____________ (branch of Oktyabrskaya
railway), which passes _____________ through the village of Louhi in the tourist
destination "Pripolyarnaya". Railway ______________ go to Saint-Petersburg,
Murmansk, Moscow. In addition, this region has _______________ network. Federal
highway "Kola" runs from North to South and connects this region with Petrozavodsk, St.
Petersburg and Murmansk. The highway ___________ through the village of Louhi and the
village of Chupa (14 km). An important ____________ of the road network is Louhi Suoperya road.
The length of roads in the Louhi region:
_______________ highways: 143
Highways in general usage (public): 477
The roads are ________________ and would provide great ____________ view.
This region is washed by the White Sea and has an access to the World's ______________.
Water transport infrastructure provides ____________ and passenger terminals in the village
of Chupa. Much will depend on the governments ________________ to finance the
transport infrastructure that is ______________.
3. Work in pairs. What advice would you give visitors about driving in this region?
VOCABULARY

5. Study the vocabulary list.
Water area, town outskirts, adjacencies, harbor wall, archipelago, airfield, the Gulf of
Finland, Baltic Sea.
5. Translate from Russian into English.
Туристическая зона «Приладожская»
Территория туристской зоны «Приладожская» расположена в окрестностях г.
Сортавала и охватывает территорию самого города и пригородов. Район г. Сортавала
имеет транспортное сообщение с Ленинградской областью посредством

автомобильной и железной дорог. Район имеет выход на федеральную автотрассу
«Кола» в районе г. Олонец и п. Пряжа.
Акватория Ладожского озера соединена с акваторией Финского залива и
Балтийским морем. Это открывает доступ судам и делает г. Сортавала доступным со
стороны озера. В городе имеется две причальные стенки для приема и отправления
судов, в основном, отправляющихся на архипелаг Валаам. В пос. Хелюля
располагается аэродром. В настоящий момент он используется службами лесоохраны
и пожарной охраной. При условии увеличения потока туристов в зону и
инвестирования в инфраструктуру аэропорта, он может стать одним из основных
способов доставки туристов из дальних регионов России до Приладожской
туристской зоны.
6. Give synonyms to the following words and expressions:
Transport infrastructure, automobile roads network, luggage, to be on a tight budget,
airport, fare, transport routes, outskirts, to provide, region.
SPEAKING

7. Prove that:
- the basis of the transport infrastructure in Karelia is the railway network
- Karelian roads provide great scenic view
- the transport infrastructure is lacking
- Taxi service operates as a form of flexible public service in Petrozavodsk.
FINAL TASK

ROLE PLAY THE SITUATION
You are participants of the conference ―Karelia. Prospects and Development‖.
Discuss transport infrastructure and problems connected with transport facilities in
Karelia. Propose some solutions to the problems.
Useful phrases:
buses / trains run every …
you can’t get there by…
the journey takes …
The best time to go is …
you want the … line travelling in the direction of …
it’s the first / second / third stop on the … line.
Not really, it’s better to take a train.
General comments and opinion:
I think / suppose / consider / believe …
To my mind …
In my opinion …
It is rather boring / exciting.
It doesn’t come across as…
The idea is excellent / awful / weak.
What a good idea! That sounds like a good idea to me.

Module 3. ACCOMMODATION
FOCUS 1 HOTELS
WARMING UP
1. Work in pairs and discuss the questions.
Have you ever stayed in a hotel? Ask your partner about his/her experience using the
questionnaire:
1. When and where did you stay in a hotel?
2. What was the name of the hotel?
3. What was the room you stayed like?
4. How many people were there with you?
5. What did you like in the hotel?
6. What didn’t you like?
VOCABULARY
2. Match the words with the definitions
1. Tavern
2. Resort
3. Motel
4. Inn
5. Deluxe
6. Convention

7. Banquet

8. Accommodations

9. Basic accommodation

10. Reasonable in price

a)
Shelter, food, drink, and other services
for travelers or transients. Because it provides
these things, the hotel business is often
referred to as the accommodations industry.
b)
An establishment offering shelter and
food for travelers. The term was customary in
the days of travel by horse; it has been revived
because it conveys an idea of old-fashioned
hospitality.
c)
In modern usage, a place that serves
alcoholic drinks. Formerly, it was an alternate
term for an inn.
d)
A shortened form for motor hotel A
motel provides accommodations for the
traveler and a parking space for his or her
automobile. Both motel and motor hotel are in
common use.
e)
A place or area to which people travel
for recreational purposes. Hotels are, of
course, important features of resort areas.
f)
A meeting of a business or professional
group for the purpose of exchanging
information, electing officers, and discussing
and frequently voting on proposals for rule
changes in the organization. Conventions have
become a big business, and many hotels
provide special facilities and services to attract
them.
g) A large formal meal, given for a specific
purpose, usually including speeches or some
h)
Kind of ceremony. Many hotels have
banquet rooms to accommodate functions of
this kind.
i)Of the highest quality. Hotels rated as deluxe
offer the greatest possible convenience,

11. Luxurious hotel

12. Gourmet

comfort, and service to their guests. Such
hotels are often called luxury hotels and
are generally the most expensive.
j) This kind of accommodation includes
essential facilities like a telephone, an alarm
clock, a TV, air-conditioner
k)
Not very expensive Exquisite,
delicious
l)Luxury, rich, comfortable, deluxe

READING
The Accommodations Industry
3. Look though the first passage and answer the question –
Why is the hotel business often called the accommodation industry?
A hotel is a temporary home for people who are traveling. In a hotel the traveler can rest and
has access to food and drink, either on the premises or nearby. The hotel may also offer facilities
for recreation, such as a swimming pool, a golf course, or a beach. In many cases, the hotel also
provides free space for the traveler's means of transportation. In this day and age, that of course
means the automobile. All of these services are designed to accommodate the traveler, so the
hotel business is often referred to as the accommodations industry.
4. Read the history section and write T (true) or F (false)
1. Travel and hotels have never been closely related.
2. The caravans didn’t usually travel for long periods.
3. Inns and taverns were spaced along the roads at the distance a horse could travel in a day
in Asia.
4. The inns corresponded to modern standards.
5. From 19th century accommodations had been provided by country inns or by familyowned and -operated hotels in the cities.
6. A motel is a kind of a garage because it derived from the words motor and hotel.
7. A resort is a place to which people travel for recreation.
History of accommodation
Travel and hotels have always been closely related. Along the trade routes of Asia, for
example, caravansaries were built. Both the people and animals in the caravans could rest and
refresh themselves at each one before continuing on long journeys, which often lasted for months
or years rather than mere days or weeks. In Europe and America, inns and taverns were spaced
along the roads at the distance a horse could travel in a day. The inns were primitive by modern
standards. The traveler usually had to share his bed with at least one other person, and as many
as four other persons in some remote areas. The old-fashioned inns, however, did provide food
and shelter for both men and horses and therefore became a symbol for hospitality. Indeed, the
word inn has been used recently by many modern hotels and motels. They have attempted to
suggest the image of people warming themselves in front of a cheerful fire while waiting to be
called to a table spread with an abundance of food.
Modern mass transportation, that is, the movement of large numbers of people at relatively
low prices, began with the development of the railroads in the nineteenth century. Up to that
time, accommodations had been provided by country inns or by family-owned and -operated
hotels in the cities. As the railroads carried larger numbers of people further and more rapidly,
large hotels were constructed near the train stations.
The automobile and the airplane expanded the potential of mass transportation. Each of these
means of transportation has resulted in the growth of corresponding accommodations facilities.
The word motel was created by combining motor and hotel. The term motor hotel is also used
frequently to designate the same kind of accommodations facility.
The airplane extended the distances that people could travel in a short period. For the
accommodations industry, the most direct result of the increase in tourism that was attributable
to the airplane was a boom in the construction of resort hotels. A resort is a place to which

people travel for recreation. It may offer mountain scenery, the combination of sun and sea, or
features that are entirely man-made.
6. Read the text and complete the chart
Different types of accommodation

All hotels do not serve the same clientele, that is, the same kind of guests. In fact, it is
possible to place hotels in four broad categories. The first is the commercial hotel, which
provides services essentially for transients, many of them traveling on business. Many city hotels
and diversely located motels fall into this group. The second category is resort hotels. Located in
vacation areas, they often provide recreational facilities of their own as well. A third type of
hotel for business meetings. Conventions are meetings, usually held yearly, of various business
or professional groups. The fourth category is resident hotels. People who do not wish to keep
house themselves can rent accommodations on a seasonal basis or even permanently in many
hotels.
No firm distinction exists between the different kinds of hotels. In large cities that are also
tourist centers, such as New York, Paris, London, Rome, and Moscow, one hotel may offer all
types of service. And even a small motel may have banquet rooms and meeting rooms in
addition to its accommodations for transients. Many resort hotels nowadays are also designed
with complete convention facilities. Another way of categorizing hotels is by the quality of
service they offer. At the top are the luxury hotels, which generally offer their guests the greatest
comfort and convenience possible. At the bottom are those that provide merely a place to sleep.
In between these two extremes are establishments offering a wide range of service and comfort.
A system for rating hotels according to quality is widely used in France and a number of other
countries. This system puts the top hotels in a special deluxe category, with others receiving from
five stars to one star or "A's." The standard features include private bathrooms, room telephones,
recreational facilities, and so on.
SPEAKING
6. Choose the most appropriate type of accommodation for the following situations, discuss
your choice with the partner and make up a dialogue between a travel agent and a client:
1. A family with two children would like to spend their holidays.
2. A businessman is going to a three-day conference held in the city business centre.
3. Directors from different branches of one company want to hold a meeting in a hotel.
4. Mr. Nickolas had a raw with his wife and they decided to live apart from each other for a
while
5. A couple is going to get married and spend their honeymoon.
READING AND VOCABULARY

Hotel services and facilities
7. Match the words with the pictures and write the transcription
public transportation, major intersections, room service, linens, Jacuzzi tub, fitness center,
valet parking, concierge, lobby, coffee shop, bookstore, news-stand, gift shop, drugstore,
barbershop, maid

1

2

4

3

5

6

5

8
7

9

10

11
12

12
14
13

15

15

8. Read the text
Hotels offer a variety of services to their guests. The most traditional are laundry service
and valet service, although some hotels run them on the do-it -yourself basis. You can have your
laundry done and your clothes pressed. If your hotel doesn’t have a laundry service, may be you
can find a Laundromat nearby, which might even be open 24 hours a day. You will need exact
change to operate the washing machines and dryers.
A big hotel will also have a restaurant, a bar and a coffee shop, a bookstore or a newsstand, a gift shop selling a variety of souvenirs, and a drugstore providing the guests with
medicines and cosmetics. At a luxury hotel one can often find a barbershop and a beauty salon.
The guests might also need the services of a car rental agency to be able to rent a car through the
hotel. Many hotels provide a free morning paper and free drinks (cocktails) in the afternoon.
Local phone calls are usually free, long distance calls are added to the room bills, and are 2
to 3 times more expensive than from a pay-phone down in the lobby. You can also order various
services from the front desk by dialing «o».
Rooms in hotel have facilities like a bathroom, colour TV, direct-dial telephone. In some
hotels you may ask about things like these: Room Service/Sports Room/Business
Services/Pool/Air Conditioning/Jacuzzi/Hair Dryer/Colour TV/Satellite TV/Fax Machine.
Lots of hotels have special facilities for conventions: large and small meeting rooms, PA
(public address) system, simultaneous multilingual translation system and so on. They may also
offer guests attending the convention special rates on services.
The maid who does your room will also make your bed. The staff in the hotel will always
help you if you don’t know your way about the town. They’ll tell you where to go and what to
see. They’ll book seats for you at the theatre and do all they can to make your stay a pleasant
one.
If you want a guide to show you round, or an interpreter for a business interview, they’ll
get you one. If you have to write business letters and can type, they’ll provide you with a
typewriter. If you need to make copies of the document you may use a copying machine at a
lounge.

9.Look through the text and find synonyms to the following words: clothes washing; shoe
shining and clothes dry-cleaning and pressing; to provide smb. with service; to iron clothes; a
shop for washing public clothes in machines; news-stall; pharmacy; a hotel of greatest comfort; a
car hire company; costing nothing; public telephone; conveniences; a hotel female servant; hotel
personnel.
10. Give English equivalents: предлагать услуги, прачечная, погладить одежду, работать
круглосуточно, аптека, мужской парикмахер, салон красоты, мастерская по ремонту
обуви, химчистка, камера хранения, закрытый бассейн, аудио-видео оборудование для
конференций, международные переговоры, предоставить печатную машинку.
11. Try to match the definitions with the star-ratings

5-Star Rating

Expect a small hotel managed and operated by the owner. The atmosphere
will be more personal and the accommodations basic. Restaurant service
should be within walking distance, as well as nearby public transportation,
major intersections and entertainment that is reasonable in price.

4-Star Rating

These hotels are generally part of a chain that offers quality and limited
amenities. They are small or medium in size and rooms will have a phone

and TV. While you will not have the convenience of room service, there
should be a small restaurant on site.

3-Star Rating

A luxurious hotel, offering the highest degree of personal service. Elegant
and stylish abound, and rooms with quality linens, video, CD stereo,
jacuzzi tub and in-room video. There are multiple restaurants on site with
wide, gourmet menus, and room-service is also available 24-7. A fitness
center, valet parking and concierge service round out the experience.

2-Star Rating

Usually located near a major expressway, business center and/or shopping
area, these hotels offer nice, spacious rooms and decorative lobbies. Onsite restaurants may be average in size but will offer breakfast, lunch and
dinner. Valet and room service, a small fitness center and a pool are often
available.
Formal, large hotels, with first-class service. There will usually be other hotels of t
same quality situated nearby, as well as shopping, dining and entertainment. Abov
average service, beautifully furnished rooms, restaurants, room service, valet parkin
fitness center and a concierge are some services to expect.

1-Star Rating

GRAMMAR FOCUS
Comparing hotels
The comparative is formed with –er or more; the superlative is formed with –est or most.
One syllable adjectives like big and fast tend to prefer –er and –est as well as two syllable
adjectives ending with -y. Larger ones like comfortable and carefully take more and most.
Exceptions:
Good (well) – better – the best
Bad – worse – the worst
Far – farther (further) – the farthest, the furthest
12. Study the table and make up sentences according to the pattern
Pattern: “Calibri” is the smallest hotel; “Neva” is larger than “Calibri”.
Hotel
Rooms
1 Hotel “Calibri”
30
2 Hotel “Onego”
50
3 Hotel “Neva”
100
4 Hotel
5000
“Petrozavodsk”
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

“Petrozavodsk”/“Calibri” (modern)
“Neva” / “Calibri”. (near the center)
“Petrozavodsk” / “Neva”. (comfortable)
“Calibri”/ “Onego” (quiet).
“Onego”/ “Calibri”. (busy)
“Petrozavodsk” (large)
“Petrozavodsk”/ “Calibri”. (convenient for couples)
“Calibri”/ “Neva”. (bad)

SPEAKING
13. Choose one of the most popular hotels in your town and fill in the chart as it is
shown in the example and present the hotel.
Hotel “Welcome to Karelia”
Description

Modern four-star hotel with 50 suits

Location

Near to shops. 10 minutes’ walk from city centre

Hotel facilities

Restaurant and bars, fitness club, sauna

Room facilities

Cable TV, air-conditioning, mini-bar, telephone, fax

Business facilities

Business service centre, secretarial service, personal computer

Extra services

Meeting room (for 10 people), limousine transfer service

13. Work with a partner. Compare the hotels you presented.

FOCUS 2

HOTEL ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE
WARMING UP

1.

Look at the scheme and answer the questions

HOTEL DEPARTMENTS

The front desk

Housekeeping,
maintenance,
engineering

Food and
beverage service

1. What are the main hotel departments?
2. What are their main functions?
3. Which of them are the most important from your point of view?
READING AND VOCABULARY
2. Match the words with the definitions

Special services
and facilities

1. Reception area

a) Making more reservations than there

2. Registration desk

b) A room intended for or occupied by

3. Room clerk

c) A hotel employee who carries baggage

4. Single room
5. Double room

d) Two or more rooms rented as a unit.
e) A person who handles the guests’

6. Suite

f) A front-desk employee who registers

are rooms or space in a hotel.
two people.
and does other errands for the guests.

baggage

7. Check-in procedure

g)

8. Bellman

h)

9. Overbooking

i)

10. Porter

j)

11. Concierge

k)

12. Check-our procedure

l)

13. Doorman

m)

the guests and assigns them to their
rooms.
A hotel employee who is stationed at
the door of the hotel to help the guests
with their baggage and obtain
transportation for them.
A French term for doorman or
custodian. In a hotel, the employee at
the key or information desk is
sometimes called this way.
The steps followed when departing
from a hotel, usually involving settling
one’s account.
A room intended for or occupied by one
person.
The part of the front desk that is used to
sign in or register the guests of the
hotel.
The steps for signing in or registering at
a hotel.
Another term for the front desk, the
area in the hotel where the guests
register, pick up keys, pay their bills,
and so on.

Write the transcription of the following words:
Concierge, valuables, employee, room clerk, availability, accommodation, hotel, facilities,
overnight transients, registration, advance registrations, switchboard, pigeonholes, lounging.
4. Read the text and answer the questions.
1. What is front desk or reception area? What is the difference between the way front desk
functions are handled in a large and small hotel?
2. What are the sections into which the front desk of a large hotel is usually divided? What
business is handled by each section?
3. When a guest arrives, what does the room clerk check?
4. What kinds of accommodations are traditionally offered by hotels?
5. What are the steps necessary for registering as a hotel guest?
6. What are the duties of bellmen?
7. What does the doorkeeper do?
8. Why is the check-out time set somewhere between noon and three o’clock in many
hotels?

9. What is the primary job of the front desk personnel? Why is this important job?
THE FRONT DESK
Almost all of the employees who work at the front desk of a hotel have frequent contact
with the public. The front desk is the term that designates the counter where the guests register,
pick up their keys and mail, request information, deposit their valuables, and pay their bills. It is
called the reception area. In a small hotel or motel, all of these different functions may be
handled by one or two people, but a large hotel assigns several people to clearly defined jobs at
the front desk.
The front desk is located in the lobby of the hotel. The lobby is the public entrance area
that gives access to the guest rooms, restaurants, bars, shops and other facilities in the hotel. In a
commercial or resort hotel, the lobby is often a large space that contains lounging, reading and
writing areas. It is often used as a meeting place by the guests and the general public. The lobby
of a motel that serves overnight transients, on the other hand, may be only about the same size as
the waiting room in a doctor's office.
For the convenience of the guests, the front desk is almost always located near the hotel's
main entrance. In a large hotel, it is divided into sections. One section is the registration desk,
where the guests register or sign in. A second section is the area where the guests pick up their
keys, mail and messages. This part of the counter has a rack behind it with pigeonholes for each
guest room in the hotel. The third section is an information desk, where the guests can ask for
information or make local travel arrangements. This area often includes a mailbox. The forth
section is the cashier's desk. The cashiers not only receive payment from the guests, but also cash
checks, make change and exchange foreign currency. Some hotels also offer a transportation
desk, where the guests may get advice or help with their travel plans.
Accommodation offered by hotels traditionally consist of single or double rooms and
suites. A single room is intended for one person and a double room for two. For families with
children, extra beds or cribs for infants can usually be placed in a double room. A suite consists
of two or more rooms that are rented as a unit. Some hotels maintain a number of suits; in others,
they can be arranged by opening connecting doors between them.
The employee who checks in arriving guests and assigns them to their rooms is the room
clerk. When the room clerk has confirmed the availability of the accommodations, the guest fills
out a registration card with his name, home address and any other pertinent information. The
room clerk fills in the room number and the rate the guest will pay. One section or a copy of the
registration card is normally sent to the cashier's office and another to the telephone switchboard.
Another procedure that has come into common practice in recent years is establishing credit in
advance by means of credit cards.
All of these steps, which take only a few moments in a smoothly functioning system, make
up the check-in, or registration, procedure. When it is completed, the room clerk calls a bellman
and gives him a slip with the room number. In addition to the check-in procedures, the room
clerks are customarily responsible for recording advance registrations. Requests for rooms may
come from travel agents or the transportation companies; they may be received directly from the
public by telephone or letter; or they may be handled by a teletype machine or computer. The
latter is true especially when the hotel is a member of a chain or a referral system, in which a
group of hotels and motels have joined together to interchange reservations.
The employee in charge of keys and information is often called the concierge, the French
term for doorkeeper or custodian. He is also expected to provide information about local
entertainment, events and sights of interest. He usually arranges for local transportation,
including taxis, airport buses, or sightseeing tours, if the last is not a separate operation. He may
also perform small chores for the guests, such as mailing letters and packages.
Most hotels have a check-out time. If the guest occupies the room beyond that time, he or
she can be charged for extra day or at least a fraction of a day. The check-out time is usually set

between noon and three o’clock in the afternoon to give sufficient time to clean and prepare the
rooms for incoming guests.
So, the primary job of front desk personnel is to take care of the check-in and check-out
procedures and to provide helpful information to the guests in order that their stay in the hotel
may be comfortable and convenient. Even in a small hotel where only one or two people work at
the front desk, their jobs resemble those in a large hotel employing many more people. In the
eyes of most customers, the front desk employees are the representatives of the hotel. Their
ability to work smoothly is an important factor in the success of the hotel.
5. Find the English equivalents for the following words:
Частый контакт с посетителями, приемная, вестибюль, наличие свободных мест,
дополнительный кровати, ясли, прибывающие посетители, слаженно работать, ценные
вещи, одноместный номер, двухместный номер, номер-люкс, заполнить регистрационную
карточку, коммутатор, оплачивать счет, забрать ключи и почту.
6. Decide if the following statements are true or false
1. Front-desk employees in a hotel have very little contact with the guests.
2. The lobby of a hotel is frequently used as a meeting place by the guests and the general
public.
3. The front desk is usually located near the main entrance to the hotel.
4. In a large hotel, the front desk is often divided into different sections with specialized
functions
5. Even when an overbooking is the fault of the hotel? He hotel never gives any assistance
in trying to find a room in another establishment.
6. The check-out time is designed to give the hotel personnel an opportunity to have rest.
7. For many guests, the front-desk employees represent the hotel because they are the only
members of the staff with whom the guests have contact
GRAMMAR FOCUS
“Conditionals”
First Conditional - real situation possible in the future. We are talking about the future. We
are thinking about a particular condition or situation in the future, and the result of this
condition. There is a real possibility that this condition will happen. Sometimes, we use shall,
can, or may instead of will.
If + Present Simple, will+ infinitive
If I book a room, I’ll stay in this hotel.
The second conditional is like the first conditional. We are still thinking about the future. We
are thinking about a particular condition in the future, and the result of this condition. But there
is not a real possibility that this condition will happen. Sometimes, we use should, could or
might instead of would, for example: If I won a million dollars, I could stop working.
If + Past Simple, would+ infinitive
If you booked the room, you would stay in this hotel. (But you can still book it)

Grammar Practice
1. The trains all (stop) … if it snowed heavily.
2. If you (go out) … in cold weather without a coat, you would catch a cold.
3. If I saw a cheap hotel accommodation, I (book) … it.
4. If you pay by cash, you (have) … a discount.
5. You would be taken by our representative if you (be not) … so late.
6. If it (rain) … this afternoon, I (take)… my umbrella.
7. If you did not drive carefully, you (have) … an accident.
8. If you (study) … for a higher qualification, you (get) … a better job next year.
9. If you sent the letter by first class mail, it (get) … there the following day.
10. If the weather is fine, we (go) for a picnic.

VOCABULARY
Check-in procedure
7. Match the terms with the definitions
1. to allocate
2. identification
3. a guest history
4. a key card
5. preferences
6. room rack
7. a registration card
8. a walk-in
9. guest status
10. to swipe
11. a VIP
12. a voucher

a) a plastic card with a magnetic strip for
opening a door
b) a paper document to show that a guest
has already paid for a room
c) the level of importance a guest has for a
hotel
d) o give a guest a specific room
e) a card showing details of a guest’s stay
in a hotel
f) an important guest – either a regular
(VIP 2) or a special guest (VIP 1)
g) to pass credit card through a terminal to
register the card details
h) the computer screen or the board that
shows which rooms are free
i) a computer file that shows details of a
client’s previous stays in a hotel
j) e.g., smoking or non-smoking
k) driving license or a passport
l) a chance guest – someone who arrives
without a room reservation

8. Look at the steps of registration procedure and complete the chart using the expressions
from the previous task
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Greet the guest
Check reservation details on computer
Ask for some form of _____________
Check the guest ___________ for status and preferences
Check _______________ and_____________suitable room

6. Complete registration card
7. __________credit card
8. Ask the client to sign ____________.
9. Hand the client registration card and __________.
10. Give the room number and indicate location of lifts, restaurant, etc.
11. Give details of breakfast service.
12. Welcome guest.
SPEAKING
9. Read and translate the dialogue the and make up your own changing the words in bold.
Receptionist: Good afternoon. Welcome to the Grand Royal Hotel. How may I help
you?
Guest: I have a reservation for today. It's under the name of Dillingham.
Receptionist: Yes, Mr. Dillingham, we've reserved a double room for you with a
view of the garden for two nights. Is that correct?
Guest: Yes, it is.
Receptionist: Excellent. We already have your credit card information on file. If you'll
just sign the receipt along the bottom, please.
Guest: Sure. Here you are.
Receptionist: A full Continental buffet every morning, free airport shuttle service,
and use of the hotel's safe are all included.
Guest: So what's not included in the price?
Receptionist: Well, you will find a mini-bar in your room. Use of it will be charged to
your account. Also, the hotel provides room service, at an additional charge of course.
Guest: Hmm. Ok, so what room am I in?
Receptionist: Room 154. Here is your key. To get to your room, take the elevator on
the right up to the fourth floor. Turn left once you exit the elevator and your room
will be on the left hand side. A bellboy will bring your bags up shortly.
Guest: Great. Thanks.
Receptionist: Should you have any questions or requests, please dial 'O' from your
room. Also, there is internet available in the lobby 24 hours a day.
Guest: Ok, and what time is check-out?
Receptionist: At midday, sir.
Guest: Ok, thanks.
Receptionist: My pleasure, sir. Have a wonderful stay at the Grand Royal Hotel.
10. Look at the dialogue and identify the steps of the check-out procedure as in exercise 8.
Receptionist: Good morning, sir. Can I help you?
Guest: Yes, please. I would like to check out today.
Receptionist: Ok, sir. May I ask your name and room number, sir?
Guest: I am Bruce Dillingham, room 154.
Receptionist: Wait a minute, sir. Ok, Mr Dillingham, room 154. Have you used any of
our service today?
Guest: No, I haven’t
Receptionist: Ok, sir, here is your bill. For two nights you have been charged for 200
dollars, 100 dollars for each night and other cost for laundry and room service. In
total your bill is 220 dollars. Would you like to check the bill?
Guest: Yes, please. I guess everything is OK.
Receptionist: Would you like to pay by credit card or by cash?
Guest: By credit card, please.

Receptionist (swipes the card): Here it is. Please, sign your name here, sir.
Guest: Here you are.
Receptionist: Here are your receipt and your change, sir. Thank you. Have a nice day!
11. Now make up your own check-out dialogues changing the words in bold

FINAL TASK
CASE STYDY “FRONT OFFICE MANAGEMENT”
Read very carefully and study the situation.
Answer the questions:
1. Who is Anna Smith?
2. What problems in the interaction of different parts of the front office are
there in the hotel?
Anna Smith, front office manager, has been with The PTZ Hotel for several years. She
recalls her first few months as a time of great stress. There was Jack Gillian, personnel
manager, who was always calling her to post her schedules on time. Thomas Brown,
executive housekeeper, seemed a great friend off the premises of the hotel, but at work,
he continually badgered the front desk clerks on guest check-in and checkout problems.
Jane Willis, executive engineer, also had communication issues with Anna, such as the
time when a desk clerk called Jane at home to indicate that an elevator was stuck on the
fourth floor when it was only manually stopped by a group of children. Eric Jones,
food and beverage manager, continued to blame Anna’s desk clerks because hotel
guests were not frequenting the dining room and lounge, asking her, ―When will the
desk clerks ever learn to talk about those free coupons for the dining room and lounge
that they hand out?‖ Then there was Kate Rowling, director of marketing and sales,
who had just about all she could take from desk clerks who misplaced phone messages,
directed hotel guests to restaurants across the street, and offered information on ―a
good restaurant right around the corner.‖
Anna has taken those comments to heart and feels she can justify her shortcomings and
those of her staff. She knows the schedules are to be posted by Tuesday morning of
each week, but several of her employees give her last-minute requests for days off. The
front desk clerks have made some major errors in checking guests into room that are
not ready, but she offers, ―It must be that the computer system gives them the wrong
information.‖
The elevator issue wasn’t the front desk clerk’s fault. It was his third night on the job,
and no one had thought to explain what constitutes an emergency call to the executive
engineer. She wants her front desk clerks to distribute those food and beverage
coupons, but they just don’t get excited about it. And Kate Rowling’s messages are
always given to her; ―She just makes no attempt to look in her mailbox.‖
What would you suggest in working toward improvement in the following areas:
• Employee motivation
• Personnel training
• Effective scheduling of employees
• Communication
Explain your ideas using the following phrases:
―She could try…‖
―Alternatively she could…‖
―I she …, the front desk clerk might… ‖

―In her position I would/wouldn’t…‖
―If she organizes the schedule properly there will/will not… ‖

FOCUS 1

Module 4. EATING OUT
SERVING THE MEAL
WARMING UP

1. Work in groups. Find out about the last time your partners went to a restaurant or a
café. Discuss these questions:
1. How helpful and friendly were the staff?
2. What did the staff do to make you feel welcome?
3. Did you like the menu? What dishes did you order?
4. Would you recommend each place to a friend? Why/Why not?
2. Work in pairs. Note down three questions a customer might ask about the menu.
Decide how you would answer each question.
VOCABULARY
3. METHODS OF FOOD PREPARATION
Because guests often ask how foods on the menu are prepared, you should know the more
common preparation methods, as follows:
_ Baked. Cooked by dry, continuous heat in an oven
_ Boiled. Cooked in liquid at the boiling temperature of 212◦F at sea level, so that bubbles rise to
the surface and break
_ Braised. Browned in a small amount of fat and then cooked slowly in a little liquid in a
covered pan
_ Broiled. Cooked by direct heat, either under the source of heat, as in a broiler, or over the
source of heat, as on a grill
_ Fried. Cooked in hot fat. Pan-fried and saut.eed means cooked in a small amount of fat. Deepfried means cooked while immersed in a large amount of fat.
_ Grilled. Cooked over direct heat, usually hot coals
_ Pan-broiled. Cooked in a heavy frying pan over direct heat, using little or no fat
_ Poached. Simmered in enough liquid to cover the food
_ Roasted. Cooked uncovered without water added, usually in an oven
_ Sauteed. Browned or cooked in a small amount of hot fat
_ Simmered. Cooked gently in a liquid over low heat just below the boiling point
_ Steamed. Cooked in steam with or without pressure
_ Stewed. Simmered slowly in enough liquid to cover the food
SPEAKING
4. Use the information above and useful phrases below to explain these dishes: Kalitki, ukha,
borstch, pelmeni, crumpets, stchi, vareniki, potato flapjacks. Think of some more dishes that you
can describe with the words in the list.
TThhee ffoolllloow
wiinngg pphhrraasseess aarree uusseeffuull w
whheenn eexxppllaaiinniinngg ddiisshheess:: it can be prepared and garnished…, it
is made from…, it is served with …, this dish is flavoured with …, the chicken is our house
speciality.
READING AND SPEAKING
5. Complete the text with the words from the box.

Children’s menus, speedy service, luncheons, wine lists, blackboard menus, chops,
banquet menus, early bird menus, table tent menus, dine out, `a la carte, table d’hôte,
other starch, assortment.
TYPES OF MENUS
The most common menus are individual printed menus for breakfast, lunch, and dinner.
Each meal usually has a separate menu, but occasionally a single menu contains selections for all
three meals. The menu that is exclusively for ______________contains sandwiches and light
foods. The dinner menu contains meals of larger portions, heavier foods like steaks and
______________, and additional accompaniments such as vegetables. More food naturally
causes the prices on dinner menus to be higher. In addition to regular menus, there are menus for
wines, called ___________________, and menus that sit up on the table, called
__________________________, which note particular items like specials, unusual drinks, or a
dessert of the day. _____________________, written on a blackboard at the entrance to some
restaurants, are also in use. Servers in these restaurants memorize the menu and repeat it to
guests from memory instead of issuing paper menus. There are also ____________,
_________________ (menus for guests who are willing to dine before a certain time), and
menus without prices. There are ___________________ with children’s favorite foods,
_______________________, child-size portions, and lower prices. These menus are very
important for parents wishing _________________ with their children. When food on a menu is
____________________, literally ―from the card,‖ it is listed as a single item and priced
separately from other foods. An appetizer or salad listing is characteristic of this type of menu
selection. When food on a menu is ___________________ , meaning ―table of the host,‖ it is
listed as a full-course meal and is priced as a unit, which may include rolls or other bread, soup
or salad, meat, fish, seafood, potato or __________________, and vegetable for one price. The
dessert is usually `a la carte. Most menus contain an ____________________ of foods in both `a
la carte and table d’hôte listings.
6. Giving recommendations. Work in pairs. How to handle guests with special needs?
Occasionally, servers encounter guests who have special needs, such as guests who are
very young, disabled, foreign-born, or intoxicated. Student A, you are a waiter at a
restaurant. Student B, you are a guest with special needs. Student A should give some
recommendations to student B concerning the menu and food in a restaurant.
TThhee ffoolllloow
wiinngg pphhrraasseess aarree uusseeffuull w
whheenn ggiivviinngg rreeccoom
mm
meennddaattiioonnss::
Would you like a dessert?
I’m sure you will enjoy that - it’s delicious!
May I recommend the …? It’s one of the chef’s specialities.
… is a local speciality, I can recommend it.
Are you ready to order?
GRAMMAR FOCUS

Countable and uncountable nouns
Countable nouns are things we can count: restaurants, guests, waiters.
Uncountable nouns are things we can’t count: tourism, salt, water. Some nouns which are
uncountable in English may be countable in other languages: news, money.
Many nouns can be used as countable and uncountable nouns, usually with a difference in
meaning. She ordered chicken (a portion or dish) / She ordered a chicken (A whole
chicken).

Drinks are usually uncountable. But they can be countable if it’s a cup or a glass.
We use a/an with single countable nouns: a restaurant.
We use a lot (of) with plural countable and uncountable nouns. We use many, few, a few
with countable nouns. We use much, little, a little with uncountable nouns.
a lot (of)
many
a few
few

countable n.

much
a little
little

uncountable n.

7. Put these words in the correct groups. Use a dictionary to help you.
Liquid, food, dish, wine, menu, coffee, fruit, chicken, service, meal, steak, price, bread, soup,
salad, meat, fish, seafood, potato, dessert, guest, item, waiter, recommendation, staff, complaint,
bill.
countable
both
uncountable

SPEAKING
8. Work in pairs. You will be playing the roles of Guest and Member of staff. Role-play
the conversation. The member of staff will have to deal with some complaints. Remember, the
guest is always right. A good procedure for handling complaints is as follows:
1. Listen to the details of the complaint and take time to understand it.
2. Restate the complaint briefly to show you understand.
3. Agree truthfully to a minor point (e.g., ―Thank you for bringing that up‖). This puts
you in the position of empathizing with the guest and looking at the complaint from the guest’s
point of view.
4. Handle the complaint promptly. Make an immediate adjustment or correction if you
can. Treat your guests as you would like to be treated if you were in their position.
TThhee ffoolllloow
wiinngg pphhrraasseess aarree uusseeffuull w
whheenn hhaannddlliinngg ccoom
mppllaaiinnttss::
Would you mind doing something?
I wonder if you can / could do it?
How much will that be?
Can you give me a few minutes, please?
I’ll ask the chef to heat it up.
I’m terribly sorry, sir/madam
I’ll check the bill.
We’ll deduct it form the bill.
There’s been a mistake.
I’ll deal with it right away.

FOCUS 2

RESTAURANT SERVICE
VOCABULARY

1. Study the vocabulary list.
Fantastic venue, refurbished, high backed leather booth, vegetarian menu, al fresco dining, wine
list, cherished moment, free internet access, executive head chef, event planning skills, board
meeting, product launch, catering facilities, to adapt to every requirement, ambience, to socialise
with friends, champagne, connoisseur, bottled beers, to accommodate, wedding celebration.
2. Learn to pronounce the words.
Fantastic /fanˈtastɪk/, leather /ˈlɛðə/, access /ˈaksɛs/, launch /lɔːn(t)ʃ/, executive /ɪgˈzɛkjʊtɪv, ɛg/, requirement /rɪˈkwʌɪəm(ə)nt/, ambience /ˈambɪəns/, champagne /ʃamˈpeɪn/, connoisseur
/ˌkɒnəˈsəː/, accommodate /əˈkɒmədeɪt/, celebration /sɛlɪˈbreɪʃ(ə)n/, vegetarian /vɛdʒɪˈtɛːrɪən/,
booth /buːð, buːθ/.
READING
3. Read the text. Are the following statements true or false?
1. The Waterside Restaurant is situated in the centre of Pennines.
2. The Waterside Restaurant serves traditional Italian cooking with a passion for Norwegian
cuisine.
3. An extensive menu is one of the reasons a great many people come to the restaurant.
4. For a small meeting the restaurant can accommodate up to 30 people in the main area.
The Waterside Restaurant and Wine Bar
The Waterside Restaurant is nestled in the heart of the Pennines, a fantastic venue with beautiful
views of the surrounding Littleborough countryside, newly refurbished Rochdale canal and a
small walk from the scenic Hollingworth lake, yet our ambience is relaxed and Continental.
A 50-52 seated dining area there is plenty of room and with the fantastic addition of the high
backed leather booths. The restaurant portrays an intimate and relaxed lounge feel with a
comfortable sofa seating area for drinks on arrival or just to socialise with friends and family.
The restaurant gives a don't want to go home feel
Using only the finest ingredients and produce, Lisa & Kristan have combined traditional cooking
with a passion for Mediterranean and Continental cuisine, creating exciting and extensive varied
menus, from Lunchtime to A'la Carte, from snacks to full meals, from fish to meat, and
introducing our new Vegetarian Menu. There is plenty to choose from and enjoy for everyone,
and with the extra sun in summer, why not try our gorgeous Mediterranean garden and bask in
the sun, enjoying our al fresco dining and barbecue lunches and evenings.
These are roasts not to be missed!
We have probably the best roast dinner available with a choice of the very popular Ribeye-Beef,
Minted Lamb shoulder, Salted Crackling Pork and the Tunisian Lemon Chicken, all with
trimmings and roasted fresh that day, these are roasts not to be missed along with other popular
dishes like Lancashire's Meat & Potato Pie, Spinach & Feta Ravioli's and Waterside's Famous
Cheese & Onion, Potato Pie.
Experience the fine wines and champagnes like our House 'Moutard' range, and the classics
Bollinger, Dom Perignon, Cristal e.t.c. that are available from our carefully selected wine list and
the additional connoisseurs selection for that special cherished moment or try our chilled beers

i.e. Peroni and John Smith's Bitter on draught with bottled beers Corona, Budweiser, Cusquena,
Castell Cruz, Cruz Campo e.t.c. from around the world also magners cider and your regular
choice of juices like J20's and the exclusive 'VOSS' water e.t.c.
Please take the time to enjoy your meal, we hope you find your visit to be a pleasurable and
sociable experience.
We've had some great comments and wonderful reviews to check out.
Excellent Conference/meetings facilities…
For a small meeting or conference at the Waterside Restaurant we can accommodate up to 60
people in the main Restaurant area. The Restaurant has a private bar, it is fully air conditioned,
furnished to the highest standard and supported with free internet access in all areas. We really
do have the perfect venue for the business or leisure guest.
Our General Manager and Executive Head Chef will meet with you to go through the
requirements for your day. Let us have your ideas and thoughts and we will offer our experience
and event planning skills to make your day run smoothly from start to finish.
Our Restaurant is perfectly situated for cities such as Manchester, Leeds, Liverpool and for local
towns, Rochdale, Oldham, Bury and Bolton; we are minutes away from the littleborough train
station with bus routes running alongside the restaurant. We really are the preferred local choice.
Whatever your requirements, breakfast meeting, formal dinner, private event, afternoon tea,
wedding celebrations, birthday celebrations, product launch, private lunch, board meeting, life
celebration we have space, the catering facilities, the bar, the staff and the flexibility in our
restaurant operation to adapt to your every requirement.
Contact us if you have any queries and we will be very competitive, with the promise of offering
our personal and highest standards of service.
4. Use a dictionary or other sources to find out information about the following dishes and
beverages.
Ribeye-beef, Minted Lamb shoulder, Salted Crackling Pork, Lemon Chicken, Lancashire's Meat,
Potato Pie, Spinach & Feta Ravioli's, Bollinger, Dom Perignon, Budweiser, Cusquena, Castell
Cruz.
Example: Lemon Chicken is the name of several dishes found in cuisines around the world, but
rarely in China, all of which feature chicken and lemon. It usually consists of pieces of chicken
meat that are sautéed or deep-fried and coated with a thick, sweet lemon-flavored sauce.
5. Match the words in the columns to form word collocations.
newly
the high backed
to adapt to
product
vegetarian
al fresco
carefully selected
cherished
free internet
executive
event planning
board
fantastic
catering
small

venue
walk from
menu
dining
wine list
moment
access
head chef
skills
refurbished
meeting
launch
facilities
every requirement
leather booths

SPEAKING
6. Work in groups. Prepare a traditional menu with English translations for a restaurant in
your city or area.
TThhee ffoolllloow
wiinngg w
woorrddss aarree uusseeffuull w
whheenn pprreeppaarriinngg aa ttrraaddiittiioonnaall m
meennuu
Ingredients, cuisine, menu, snacks, fish-soup, roast, bake, salt, fish-pie, pork, beef, reindeer,
game, elk, bear, black grouse, capercailye, quail, hazel grouse, mushroom, berries.
FINAL TASK
SETTING UP A RESTAURANT
Work in teams. Imagine that you’re setting up your own restaurant - a place that’s friendly and
welcoming, and not too elegant or too expensive.
1. Plan a menu for your restaurant. Include regional specialties and national dishes. Will
guests be able to buy a meal to take home to eat?
2. Choose a location for your restaurant.
3. Think about the design of your restaurant. How many people does the restaurant seat?
4. What is modern about the restaurant?
5. Represent your project to the public.
6. Write a short newspaper report describing the opening night.
TThhee ffoolllloow
wiinngg pphhrraasseess aarree uusseeffuull w
whheenn rreepprreesseennttiinngg yyoouurr pprroojjeecctt ttoo tthhee ppuubblliicc ::
Introducing a topic: Good evening/morning/afternoon, everyone. I’m going to talk about…I
would like to start with… I’ll speak about…Firstly/Secondly/Thirdly I will talk about… Did
you know that…? And lastly/finally …
Asking (indirect) questions
Can you tell me what…? Do you know anything about?Do you have an idea what…?
Expressing ignorance / uncertainty
I haven’t the faintest idea! I haven’t got a clue! I’m not sure but I think it has to do with… I
might be wrong but I think it is …
Asking about feelings:
Does it worry you? Do you worry about it? Does it depress you? Does it get you down?
Persuading:
Why don’t you give it a try? Would you not like to give it a go? Try it once and see what you
think! You’ll never know until you try it! It might be different to what you think.
General comments and opinion:
It is rather boring / exciting. It doesn’t come across as… The project is excellent / awful /
weak. What a good idea! That sounds like a good idea to me.
Making suggestions:
Let’s…, shall we? Why don’t we …? Do you want to…?
Giving alternatives:
Otherwise, we could … instead. Ok, how about… Tell you something / what, we could always
…
Conclusion: So in conclusion you can see that…, To sum up… Thank you very much for your
attention. I hope I have been able to tell you a little about… If you have any questions, you
are welcome.

Module 5.
FOCUS 1

GUIDING IN KARELIA

THE BEGINNING OF THE CITY
WARMING UP

1. Look through the most popular itineraries in Karelia and think about their duration.
Example: Petrozavodsk-Ruskeala-Valaam-Petrozavodsk – The tour usually lasts from 6
a.m. till 11 p.m. so it takes about 17 hours.
Petrozavodsk-the Marcial Spa-the Kivach falls-Petrozavodsk
Petrozavodsk- the Kivach falls- Kondopoga-Kem
Petrozavodsk- Kizhi Island – Petrozavodsk
Petrozavodsk- the village of Manga- the Vazhazersky Monostory- Petrozavodsk
(snomobiling)
A tour around Petrozavodsk
2. What itinerary or guided tour can include the historical information of Petrozavodsk.
3. Look through the following sights and think about the historical information that a guide
can give in these places.
The Old Cannon, Kirov Square, Lenin Square, Karl Marks Avenue, A Monument to Peter the
Great, The Governor’s Park, The Recreation Park, The Alexander Nevsky Cathedral, The
Konchezero Ironworks, The Museum of Marcial Spa.
VOCABULARY
4. Study the vocabulary work to be founded, to wage war, to obtain an exit to ,to defeat , to
turn out , to supply with, to ship, to be rich in, to smelt iron, to order the construction of ,to
process ore, to cast cannons, to stand for, to set in motion, to appear, to assist in, to face, to be
erected, to flourish, to diminish, to reduce, to be appointed, weapons, cannon, sword, gun,
cannon ball, foundry, ironworks, peasants, artisans, present day, spire, lantern, under the
influence of, stone mason, the demand for, to lose significance, Petrine ironworks, Recreation
park(amusement park)
5. Learn to pronounce the words.
a) Centenary [sen′tı:nərı], weapon [′wepən], through [′θru:], machine [mə′ʃı:n], mechanism
[′mekənızm],
achive [ə′kaıv], to process [′prousəs], lacustine [lə′kΛstaın], reservoir [′rezəvwa:], peasant
[′pezənt],
metallurgist [me′tӕlədʒıst], metallurgical [metə′lə:dʒıkəl], metallurgy [me′tӕlə:dʒı], artillery [
a:′tılərı]
flourish [′flΛrıʃ]
b) ea – [e] – weapon, meadow, peasant, bread, instead, dead.
ea – [I:] – defeat, peace, reason, meat, sea, pea.
6. a) Learn to use place names and their derivatives.
Sweden – Swedish- the Swedes
Russia – Russian –the Russians - Russian history
Holland/ The Netherlands– Dutch – the Dutch/Dutchmen
North –northern – The Great Northern War
The Baltic Sea.

b) Fill the gaps with the words from task a)
1.Peter I waged war against ….. in the … of the … Empire in 1700-1721. 2. It was called the
Great ….War. 3. The …..army under Charles XII invaded northern …... 4. The …… army under
Peter the Great defeated the ….. in the Great …. War. 5. The first manager of Peter's foundry,
William de Gennin, was from … 6. William de Gennin was a …..engineer who managed the
Petrine ironworks of Olonets Province.
7. Match the words in the columns.
To wage
To obtain
To defeat
To supply with
To smelt
To process
To cast
To run short of

The Swedes
Arms
Iron
Cannons
Building material
ore
War
An exit

8. Give synonyms to the words.
To obtain an exit to, weapons, plant, to stand for, in the vicinity of, jail, waterfront, to ban, inn,
to diminish, present-day, to supply with, foundry
READING
9. Answer the questions.
What does the name of the city stand for? Give a short explanation.
How did the city start?
What historic enterprise gave life to the city?
10. Read the text an check your answers, fill in the gaps using the words in the box.
was founded, waged war, obtain a strategic position, weapons, turned out, supply, process,
means, drove, appeared, peasants, artisans, assisted, present day, faced, was erected, in , banned,
flourished, demand, reduced, was appointed
The Petrovsky Ironworks and Peter’s Settlement.
As European cities go, Petrozavodsk is young. It 1)… …….. in 1703 in the same year as St.
Petersburg. In 2003 both the cities celebrated their third centenary. Like St. Petersburg
Petrozavodsk was founded during a difficult period of Russian history, in the period, in which
Russia 2)….. … against Sweden trying to3) ….. ……. to the Baltic Sea. To defeat the Swedes
and to become a major European power, Russia needed 4)……., good cannons and equipment.
The shores of Lake Onego 5)…….. … to be the right place to build a foundry, which could
6)…… the Russian army with all necessary weapons. Firstly, Lake Onego was situated close to
the frontline. It was convenient to ship goods via the lake right to the battlefield. Besides, local
lakes and bogs were rich in iron ore, and large forests provided charcoal for smelting it. And so,
in August 1703 Peter I ordered the contruction of a cannon factory here. The main function of
the foundry was to 7)…….local lacustrine and marsh ores, to cast cannons and cannon balls,
firearms and weapons: guns, pistols, muskets, swords for the Russian army and navy were all
made here.
The foundry gave the city its life and name. The name of the city of Petrozavodsk 8)….. Peter's
foundry reflecting the history of its foundation. The plant was built at the mouth of the river,
because water 9)… .. ……… the mechanisms of the factory. A few dams and reservoirs were
built for that purpose.

Soon a settlement 10)………alongside the plant. It was called Peter’s Settlement (Petrovskaja
Sloboda) and was mainly inhabited by workers, 11) …….., soldiers and the civil servants of the
mining department. The first manager of Peter's foundry was William de Gennin from Holland,
as Peter I wanted to base the foundry on a Dutch model. The builders and 12)……settled on the
right bank of the Lososinka River, while the houses of the plant managers were built on the more
convenient left bank of the river.
Peter the Great 13)……….personally in some production at the cannon factory and directed
every aspect of life down to the smallest detail. Not far from the mouth of the river in 14)
…….Recreation Park was Peter’s travelling palace , where the tsar stayed with his family during
his visits to the foundry. The palace 15)….Lake Onego. In front of it there was a pond and a
garden with birches, mountain ashes, maples, bird cherry trees, elms, pines, spruces, and berry
plants.
In 1713 the wooden Sts. Peter and Paul Cathedral 16) …….not
far from the waterfront (quay) in present-day Kirov Square. The
church was not typical for wooden architecture as it was built
17)……. in European style with a high spire on its top. On autumn
nights a lantern was lit under the spire, which served as a
lighthouse for the ships on Lake Onego
The majority of the buildings were made of wood and there was a
clear reason for that: when the stone masons in St. Petersburg
began to run short of building materials, Peter l 18)…… the use of
stone in the rest of the empire. The ships could pull in to St
Petersburg only if they carried 30 building blocks, except their
own cargo on board. Carriages entering St. Petersburg had to bring
in 3 building blocks.
During the Great Northern War the new settlement on the shores of Lake Onega 19)………. By
the early part of the 18th century the town had a population of 3000 people and contained more
than 100 governmental buildings, 300 private homes, an inn, 16 stores, several pubs, 2 bakeries,
2 churches, a prison, and the palaces of both Peter and the Governor.
In 1721 the Northern War ended and the 20)……for cannons and weapons diminished. The
cannon foundry lost its significance and was closed. The population of the settlement
(Petrovskaja Sloboda) 21)……and the buildings at the plant became dilapidated. The manager of
the plant William de Gennin 22)…….to another arms factory in Russia. Most of the foundry’s
workers moved to the Ural, where metallurgical industry continued to be developed.
11. Complete the sentences
1. Petrozavodsk was founded ….
2. It was founded when….
3. Peter’s foundry was built…
4. It produced….
5. The foundry gave the city….
6. The name of the city of Petrozavodsk…..
7. The first manager of Peter’s foundry was…
8. Soon a settlement ….
9. During the Northern War….
10. After the Northern War….
12. Change the sentences with the synonymous expressions.
1. Russia tried to obtain an outlet to the Baltic Sea.
2. The Russian Army needed weapons.
3. The foundry provided the Russian army with necessary weapons.
4. It was convenient to transfer arms through the lake.

5. The name of the city of Petrozavodsk stands for Peter's foundry
6. In 1703 Peter I ordered the construction of a cannon factory.
7. Peter the Great assisted personally in some production at the cannon factory
8. In 1713 the wooden Sts. Peter and Paul Cathedral was erected not far from the waterfront.
9. The majority of the buildings were made of wood.
10. Peter l banned the use of stone in the rest of the empire.
11. The ships could pull in to St Petersburg only if they carried 30 building blocks.
12. After the Northern War the demand for cannons and weapons reduced.
GRAMMAR FOCUS
Active or passive voice?
Subject
Peter the Great
Active
Petrozavodsk
Passive

Verb
founded
was founded

Object
Petrozavodsk

(agent)
by Peter
Great

the

13. Look through the text “The Petrovsky Ironworks and Peter’s Settlement” and find
sentences with passive voice.
14. Work in pairs. Turn from Active into passive.
1. Peter I built ironworks in 1703
2. The foundry provided the Russian army with necessary weapons.
3. In 1703 Peter I ordered the construction of a cannon factory.
4. Peter I banned the use of stone in the rest of the empire
5. They erected the wooden Sts. Peter and Paul Cathedral in 1713
15. Work in pairs. Answer the questions in the Past Simple Passive according to the
pattern.
Did Peter the Great founded the city of Petrozavodsk?
- Yes, Petrozavodsk was founded by Peter the Great.
1. Did the foundry provide the Russian army with necessary weapons?
2. Did they ship goods via the lake right to the battlefield?
3. Did Peter I order the construction of a cannon factory?
4. Did the foundry produce cannons and cannon balls?
5. Did they build the plant at the mouth of the river?
6. Did they build any dams and reservoirs for ironworks?
7. Did workers, peasants, soldiers inhabit Peter’s settlement?
8. Did they erect Sts. Peter and Paul Cathedral in Peter’s settlement?
9. Did they build the church in a European style?
10. Did they light a lantern under the spire of the church?
11. Did they make the buildings of wood?
12. Did they appoint William de Gennin to another ironworks?
16. Translate into English.
1. 1703 году по указу Петра Первого был основан город Петрозаводск. 2. Сначала это был
не город, а поселение вокруг петровского литейного завода. 3. Петровский завод
производил пушки и пушечные ядра для оснащения русской армии. 4. В 1700-1721 годах
Россия вела войну со шведами за выход в Балтийское Море. 5. Петровский завод на
Онежском Озере был близок к театру военных действий, что позволяло быстро доставлять
оружие к полю битвы. 6. Петровский завод дал название городу. 7. Название города

состоит из двух слов: Петр и завод и означает Петровский завод. 8. Петр Первый, царь –
реформатор, строил все на европейский манер. 9. В Петровской Слободе была построена
православная церковь Петра и Павла в европейском стиле: вместо купола церковь
украшал высокий шпиль. 10. Все здания Петровской Слободы строились из дерева, так
как Петр запретил использовать камень по всей империи. 11. Все камни доставлялись в
Петербург для строительства северной столицы. 12. Во времена Северной Войны
Петровская Слобода процветала. 13. После войны необходимость в пушках и оружии
уменьшилась и пушечный завод был закрыт. 14. Управляющий заводом был назначен на
уральский литейный завод, где металлургия продолжала развиваться.
SPEAKING
17. Answer the questions.
1. Are there any similarities between St. Petersburg and Petrozavodsk?
2. What was the reason for the Northern War?
3. Why did Peter the Great order the construction of the foundry on the shore of Lake
Onego?
4. What was the function of iron works?
5. What does the name of the city mean?
6. Who were the first settlers of Peter’s settlement?
7. Who was the first manager of the plant?
8. What were the first buildings of Peter’s settlement?
9. Why were the majority of buildings built of wood?
10. What was the population of the settlement?
11. Why was the foundry closed? What happened with the settlement after the closing of the
plant?
18. Polite dealing with questions
Requests
Will you repeat that, please?
Can/could you say that again, please?
Can I have your attention for a moment?
Can/could I ask you a question?
Can/could you speak louder/ slower?
Can/could you pass that picture, please?

Reaction
Sure.
Certainly.
Of course.
With pleasure.
Most willingly.
Here you are.

19. Make up short dialogues using the table.
Will you
Will you please
Can you
Could you

step aside
say it once more
let us know
repeat it
speak more loudly
speak more slowly
show me that picture
fold the map
write your e-mail address for me
tell us about that building

20. React to the situations in all possible ways.
1. The speaker is talking very fast you can’t follow his speech. 2. You didn’t catch what a person
told you. 3. You want to ask a question. 4. The speaker is talking in a very low voice, you can’t

here her. 5. The listeners are talking to each other; you want to attract their attention to your
announcement. 6. You want to give a bottle of water to a lady, who is standing far from you, you
ask a woman standing near you to pass it to that lady.
21. Work in pairs and discuss the ways to attract attention of a listener
22. Read the statements below and say if they are true or false.
1. The eye contact is not essential when speaking one on one or to the audience.
2. The average eye contact lasts longer than the average hand shake.
3. The eye contact can be done not politely or effectively.
4. Some cultures do not appreciate eye contact and find it intrusive
23. Work in groups, choose a statement below, in terns prove the statement you chose
giving a short speech to the group using eye contact, practice responding to the questions of
the group.
1. St.Petersburg and Petrozavodsk are satellite cities.
2. The shores of Lake Onego turned out to be the right place to build a foundry.
3. The foundry gave the city its life and name
4. Peter the Great tried to modernize Russia making it more like Europe.
5. During the Great Northern War Peter’s settlement flourished.
6. After the Northern War the settlement was almost abandoned
FOCUS 2 DO YOU KNOW LOCAL HISTORY?
WARMING UP
1. What do you know about the Petrovsky and Alexandrovsky foundries?
Distribute the facts in two columns: 1703, 1773, the Great Northern War, the Russo-Turkish
War, Peter’s settlement (Petrovskay Sloboda), the city of Petrozavodsk , the Peter and Paul
Church, Round square, Cathedral Square, the cathedral of the Holy Spirit, public school, the
traveling palace of Peter the Great, Georg Wilhelm de Gennin, Charles Gascoigne, Alexander
Menshikov, Yakov Vlasov, Anikita Jarzov, Gavrila Derzhavin
The Petrovsky Foundry

2. Match the columns
Georg Wilhelm de Gennin

The Alexandrovsky Foundry

- a British industrialist, head of all mines and
foundries in Karelia supervised the installation
works at the Aleksandrovsky foundry

Charles Gascoigne
- a mining officer managed the construction of
the Alexandrovsky foundry
Alexander Menshikov
- a great Russian poet and the first Olonets
governer
Yakov Vlasov
Anikita Jarzov
Gavrila Derzhavin

- a mining master, managed the construction of
Peter’s foundry
- a Russian statesman, the right hand of the tsar
supervised the construction of Peter’s foundry

- a Dutch engineer, the head of all Peter’s
ironworks
READING

3. Read the text and check your answers.
The Alexandrovsky ironworks and the city of Petrozavodsk
The significance of Peter’s settlement was revived in 1772
when Empress Catherine the Great ordered the reconstruction
of Peter’s foundry for the needs of a new war. It was the
Russo- Turkish War (1768-1774) during which Russia
expanded its territory to the Black Sea. In connection with this
war metallurgical production in Peter’s settlement was
renewed. The new cast-iron works was built a bit higher than
Peter’s previous foundry along the bank of the Lososinka
River. The new works was named Alexandrovsky. Some
historians claim that the plant was named after Alexander
Nevsky, a patron saint of northern Russian army and armaments. Cannons were the main
factory’s product, but their quality was not very high, because metallurgy was not well
developed in Russia in those days.
. In 1786 a famous British metallurgist Charles Gascoigne arrived at Peter’s settlement with a
group of Scottish and English specialists bringing different equipment and machines along. He
was invited to the foundry to improve its production.
Charles Gascoigne managed to modernize the ironworks. Annually the plant produced a large
number of high quality weapons. It also produced a variety of goods such as navy guns, anchors,
chains, machinery for coin stamping, steam machines, and cast iron fences for the palaces of St.
Petersburg. At the end of the 18th century a cast-iron railway line was laid out at the factory. It
was used to transport cannons from one building of the plant to another. It was the first 160
meters long functioning railroad in the world, and a prototype of the future railways, one of the
first such projects in Russia. The Alexandrovsky plant became one of the best foundries not only
in Russia but also in Europe.
In 1777 Catherine the Great granted a town charter to Peter’s settlement. Several years later in
l781 the coat-of-arms of Petrozavodsk was approved, this consisted of iron hammers covered
with vines against a background of gold and green stripes of ore and many local plants defined
the coat of arms.
Poet and grandee Gavrila Derzhavin became the first civil governor of the Olonets region. In
1784
he came to Petrozavodsk bringing 3000 books along with him. It was the beginning of the first
city library in Petrozavodsk. At the suggestion of the Governor the first city hospital was also
built in here.
During the long official journey through the Olonets Province in the summer of 1785 Derzhavin
wrote daily notes. They are of particular interest in the study of the economy, history and
ethnography of Karelia.
VOCABULARY
4. Study the vocabulary.

To be revived, to order the reconstruction, to expand its territory, to be renewed, cast-iron works,
plant, armaments, metallurgy, to improve, to invite, weapons, to cast iron, cast iron fences, to
grant a town charter, to be approved, hammers, to bring along with smb, particular, vines.
5. Learn to pronounce the words
Plant, cast, grant, army, armament, charter
Cannons, anchors, annually, hammer
[aI] Arrive, revive, Petrine, iron, high, height
[au] Foundry, found, house
[u] Group, improve, approve
[T] Catherine, ethnography, thanks, theatre, cathedral
[tS] Merchant, chain, chance, church
[k] Architect, archive, anchor
[eI] patron saint, main
6. Match the columns with the synonyms.
To obtain a strategic position
To manage
Weapons
To ban
To improve
Factory
To grant a town charter
To officially accept a plan, proposal
To approve
To bring back
To bring smth/smb along with
Importance
To revive
To supply with
To renew smth
Foundry
Significance
To gain an outlet to
To provide with
Armaments
To forbid
To make smth better
Ironworks
To take someone or something with you when
Plant
You go somewhere
To supervise
To start smth again
To give the status of the city

GRAMMAR FOCUS
7. Distribute the words into two columns with the definite article and without it. Give a
rule of using the definite article.
Baltic Sea, Gulf of Finland, Russo-Turkish War, Northern War, Cathedral Square, Round
Square, Church of the Holy Spirit, Church of the Resurrection, SS. Peter and Paul Cathedral,
Church of the Cross Exaltation, Recreation Park, Peter the Great, Empress Catherine the Great,
city of Petrosavodsk
Active or passive voice?
8. Work in pairs Ask questions to the underlined parts of the sentences, mind active and
passive voice.
1. In 1772 Empress Catherine the Great ordered the reconstruction of Peter’s foundry for the
needs of a new war.
2. During the Russo- Turkish War Russia obtained a strategic position to the Black Sea.
3. The new cast-iron works was built a bit higher than Peter’s previous foundry along the bank
of the Lososinka River.
4. The plant was named after Alexander Nevsky.
5. Cannons were the main factory’s product.

6. A famous British metallurgist Charles Gascoigne arrived at Peter’s settlement with a group of
Scottish and English specialists.
7. He was invited to the foundry to improve its production.
8. Charles Gascoigne managed to modernize the ironworks.
9. In 1777 a town charter was granted to Peter’s settlement.
10. In l781 the coat-of-arms of Petrozavodsk was approved.
11. Poet and grandee Gavrila Derzhavin became the first civil governor of the Olonets region in
1784.
9. Translate into English mind the use of passive and active voice and word order.
1. В 1772 году был построен Александровский завод. 2. Завод был назван в честь
Александра Невского, покровителя ратных дел Русского Севера. 3. 1786 году на завод
прибыл известный британский металлург Чарльз Гаскойн. 4. Он модернизировал
литейный завод. 5. На заводе производили пушки и пушечные ядра для Русско-турецкой
войны. 6. Также на нем выпускали чугунные решетки для дворцов в Петербурге, паровые
машины, печатные станки для монетного двора, цепи и якоря. 7. В 1788 году на заводе
построили первую железную дорогу для перевозки пушек из одного цеха (department) в
другой. 8. B 1777году Екатерина даровала Петровской слободе статус города. 9. В 1781
году был одобрен герб города Петрозаводска. 10. В 1784 году губернатором Олонецкой
губернии был назначен известный русский поэт Гаврила Державин.
SPEAKING
10. Answer the questions.
1. When and why the Petrovsky’s foundry was reconstructed?
2. Where was a new foundry built?
3. Why was the plant named the Alexandrovsky foundry?
4. Who was Charles Gascoigne? How did he manage to modernize the Alexandrovsky foundry?
5. When did Peter’s Settlement receive a town’s charter?
6. What does the city’s coat of arms symbolize?
7. Who was the first governor of Petrozavodsk and what were his accomplishments?
11. Work in groups, choose a statement below, in terns prove the statement you chose
giving a short speech to the group using eye contact, practice responding to the questions of
the group.
1. The revival of Peter’s settlement. The Alexandrovsky works.
2. Scottish metallurgist Charles Gaskoin as the mining manager of the Alexandrovsky
works.
3. The town’s charter.
4. The first governor of the city of Petrozavodsk.
5. The plan of the city. Its new buildings and central places of the 18-19th centuries.
6. What did the ironworks produce and what was the production used for?
READING
The first city buildings.
12. Answer the questions, read the text and check.
1. What were the first streets of the city called?
2. Why was present day Karl Marks Prospect called English Street?
3. What historic buildings of the city have been preserved to this day?
4. What did the first square look like? When was it built?
5. How was it reconstructed?

6. Why is Round Square unique to Karelia?
7. What were the city’s first churches?
The First City Streets
In 1785 Empress Catherine the Great approved the plan of Petrosavodsk. The city’s first streets
appeared alongside the Alexandrovsky works: Nagornay Line, (present-day Karl Marks
Prospect) and Factory Street (present-day Gogol Street). The majority of foreign specialists who
worked at the foundry settled in these streets, and as such towards the end of the 19th century
Nagornay Line was renamed English street.
A two-storey wooden house for the manager of the Alexandrovsky works was built in Factory
Street . The house has been preserved up to the present day.
Round Square

In 1775 near the Alexandrovsky works a factory square appeared. It was called Round Square. In
accordance with the plans of muscovite architect Nasarov, eight two-storey stone buildings in
classical style were built on the square. The buildings housed the mining department of the
region, foundry offices, a pharmacy and a warehouse. The square faced the Alexandrovsky
ironworks and was considered to be the centre of the city, and resembled one in St.Petersburg,
where five streets radiated from the center. In 1788 Round square was reconstructed: its separate
buildings were joined together in two semicircles so that two streets were blocked off and three
of them have been preserved. One part of the building became the governor’s residence and the
other one housed offices. In 1853 the porch of the main entrance was decorated with a pair of
sitting lions cast at the Alexandrovsky works. The building complex on Round Square is unique
to Karelia, since it is considered to be the first stone building in the Republic.
Cathedral Square
An other important square of early Petrosavodsk was Cathedral Square
(present-day Kirov Square), where during the Petrine era the SS. Peter
and Paul Cathedral was the main building. In 1800 a stone winter church
of The Holy Spirit was build nearby. In 1789 a public school was built in
the square, it prepared teachers for the region. The majority of the pupils
were children of merchants. Later the public school served as a high
school. In the same year not far from the public school a trade center was
built. In 1872 the main cathedral of the city was built in the square. So
the square was called Cathedral Square. The new cathedral got its name from the stone winter
church of the Holy Spirit, while the winter church was renamed the church of the Resurrection.
The population of Petrozavodsk in 1801 was 4700, but by 1852 – 9200.
GRAMMAR FOCUS
Past Simple or Present Perfect?
Past Simple tells us only about the past

Present Perfect tells us something about now

We use Past Simple to talk about a
complete action which happened at a stated
time in the past
She left yesterday
(When did she leave? Yesterday.)

- When we don’t mention a stated time but talk
about people or events from the past which is
not connected with the present we use Past
Simple
I met John Lennon. (I won’t meet him again;
he’s dead.- period of time finished)

When you talk about an old city, historical
events we use Past Simple. For example:
Petrozavodsk was founded in 1703. Peter the
Great assisted personally in some works at the
cannon factory

- We use Present Perfect to talk about a
complete action which happened at an
unstated time in the past
and has connection with now. The action in the
past has a result now.
Don has left for Madrid (We don’t know when
he left; unstated time; he’s now there or on his
way there)
I can’t find my bag. Have you seen it? (Do you
know where it is now?)
- When we don’t mention a stated time but talk
about people or events from the past which is
connected with the present we use Present
Perfect.
I’ve spoken to Richard Gere.(I may speak to
him again; he’s alive. –period of time not
finished yet
When you talk about a modern city, about
recent events happened in the city we use
Present Perfect. For example: The city has
changed for the last few years. Some new
shopping centres have been built in the city

13. Put the time markers into the right columns:
Yesterday, recently, never, last week, This week, in 1721, 10 years ago, already, yet, since, this
year, always, for, then, this week, today, When? How long? How long ago?
Past Simple
Present Perfect

14. Are the underlined parts of the sentences right or wrong?
1. Foreign specialists of the Alexadrovsky ironworks have lived in English Street (presentday Karl Marks Prospect)
2. The House of the manager of the Alexadrovsky ironworks has been preserved up to
present day.
3. Round square has been built in 1775.
4. The city changed for the last few years.
5. The cathedral of the Holy Spirit has been used as a canteen.
6. During the Second World War Petrosavodsk was occupied by the Finnish Army for
2years and 8 months.
7. Some shopping centres have been recently built in Petrozavodsk.
8. Peter the Great has founded Petrosavodsk.
Present Perfect Passive.
Subject
They
Active
A new exhibition
Passive

Verb
Object
have opened
a new exhibition
has
been
opened

(agent)

15. What has been recently done in your street? in your district? in your city?
Use the present perfect of the following verbs: to build, to open, to improve, to reconstruct, to
issue, to publish, to close, to replace, to enlarge, to widen.

16. Translate into English.
1. Изначально город Петрозаводск был деревянным, и только в советское время
появляются каменные дома. 2. Хотя сейчас в центре города можно встретить старинные
каменные постройки 18 века. 3. Так, например здания Круглой площади и здание бывшей
гимназии на площади Кирова сохранились до наших дней. 3. К сожалению, первая
церковь города петровской эпохи не сохранилась, так же как и главный собор города,
церковь Святого Духа и зимняя церковь Воскресения. 4. Собор Святого Духа был
разрушен в советское время, а Петропавловская и Воскресенская церкви сгорели от
молнии. 5. Позднее на месте собора построили музыкальный театр, одно из самых
популярных мест в городе. 6. Другим излюбленным местом горожан стала набережная
города. 7. За последние годы набережная изменилась: она была продлена в северном
направлении, а так же на ней появились новые скульптуры, подарки из городовпобратимов.

FINAL TASK
PRESENTING A HISTORICAL SIGHT
1. a) Match the sights with the historical information that a guide can present in these
places, you might add several statements to one place.
Sights
The Old Cannon

Statements
1. St.Petersburg and Petrozavodsk are satellite cities.
2. The shores of Lake Onego turned out to be the right place to
Kirov Square
build a foundry.
3. The foundry gave the city its life and its name
Lenin Square
4. Peter the Great tried to modernize Russia making it more like
Europe.
Karl Marks Avenue
5. During the Great Northern War Peter’s settlement flourished.
6. After the Northern War the settlement was almost abandoned
A Monument to Peter the 7. The revival of Peter’s settlement. The Alexandrovsky works.
Great
8. A Scottish metallurgist Charles Gaskoin as the mining
manager of the Alexandrovsky works.
The Governor’s Park
9. The town’s charter.
10.The first governor of the city of Petrozavodsk.
Recreation Park
11. The plan of the city. Its new buildings and central places of
the 18-19th centuries.
The
Alexander
Nevsky 12. The production of ironworks
Cathedral
The Konchezero Ironworks
The Museum of Marcial Spa.

b) Choose a sight from the box, think about more information suitable for the sight and
design a plan for presenting this place.

2. Prepare a 3 minute speech about the sight you chose.
a) Evaluate your presentation according to the criteria
Speech evaluation
Speech points.
1. link words.
2. grammar
3. pronunciation
4. visual aids
5. eye contact
6. confidence
7. oral speaking skills (not reading but talking freely)
8. contact with the audience (questions, jokes, etc.)

good

in

fair

the table.

poor

b) Use the following phrases: (language tip)
Introduction Good evening, everyone. I’m going to talk about…
Introducing your talk I would like to start by… I shall begin by…Then I’ll speak
about…Thirdly I will talk about… And lastly/finally …
The main part of the talk Let us begin with… However…As far as (the history) is
concerned… Besides, Moreover, Furthermore, Moving on to… My third point deals
with… At last but not least…
Summing up/conclusion So in conclusion you can see that…
Saying thank you and ending talk Thank you all for listening so attentively. I hope I have
been able to tell you a little about… Before I sit down I would first like to thank…for…Does
anyone have any questions?
c) Follow the tips.
- practice your speech
- use note cards to highlight what you are going to be talking about
- use voice variety
- make eye contact
- look confident
- try using visuals or slideshows in your presentation
- engage the crowd in your speech
- ask anyone if they have any questions
- thank every one for reading your speech
3. Answer the questions.
1. What helps to feel confident giving a presentation?
2. What should you write on the note cards? What do the note cards serve for?
3. How should you finish your presentation?
4. How can you enhance your presentation?
5. What are the most important pieces of advice for you in making a public speech?

Module 6. A CAREER IN THE TOURISM INDUSTRY

WARMING UP

If you possess a pleasant personality, excellent communication skills and love for
traveling – a career in travel & tourism can be the best for you. You are required to
have a thorough knowledge concerning to traveling and tourist destinations, business
tactics and social etiquettes. This profession is all about making traveling a heartening
and pleasant experience. After completion of the course, one can find employment
both in the public well as private sector

Read a job advertisement below. What profession is advertised?

1. Work in pairs. Make a list of professions connected with travel and tourism sphere.
2. Give a definition to some of the titles. Tell other students your definition and let them
guess what you mean.
e.g.: a woman who serves food and drink to passengers on a plane (the answer – an air hostess).
3. Have you ever travelled with a guide or a group leader? What
was that person like?
4. Could you tell what you liked and disliked about his or her
personality and professional skills? Before you start, look
through the adjectives below:

VOCABULARY

courteous
lazy
easy going
pushy
illiterate
rude

absent- minded
ignorant
service-minded
smart
tactful
broadminded

hearty
indifferent
smooth speaking
dull
knowledgeable
lucid

5. 1. Look at the words below and find synonyms to each word from ex.4.
tolerant
eloquent
bold-faced, insolent
clear
considerate
lazybones

helpful
Importunate, busybody
Gallant
friendly

happy – go – lucky
asleep
skilled
unknowledgeable

5.2. Now sort them out into two columns:
personal qualities
lazy

uncaring, inattentive
intelligent
unprofessional
apathetic

skills
courteous

5.3. Look at the pictures of different faces. What skills and qualities do you associate with
each one?

6. Describe how you imagine an ideal guide. Try to use adjectives from the exercise 5.
GRAMMAR

FOCUS

Advice: should, ought to, had better
The word "advice" is a general term that is used in describing the modal verbs should,
ought to, had better.
SHOULD - the main modal verb in this group, can express mild or insistent advice of all kinds,
such as advice, recommendation, advisability, desirability, suggestion, obligation, duty,
responsibility.
e.g.: You should always be service-minded when working with tourists.
Should I call the manager? No, you shouldn’t.
OUGHT TO - is a close synonym for SHOULD. OUGHT TO in the negative is not used very
often. If OUGHT TO is used in the negative, it may lose the particle "to".
e.g.: You ought to be hospitable if you want to get success.
She oughtn't smoke so much.
HAD BETTER expresses advice with a warning of a possible unpleasant result if indicated
advice is not followed.
e.g.: You’d better stop smoking.
Would you better ask for help?
7. Work in pairs. Think about some problems. Ask your partner for advice, e.g.:
Student A: I have a sore throat. What should I do?
Student B: You’d better stop talking so much. You can lose your voice.
READING

8. In the “warming up” activity the social etiquette was mentioned.
A) What does the social etiquette mean? Why it is important to know the social etiquette of
other countries?
B) Study the table about the Japanese social etiquette. Is it difficult to follow it?
Conversation

Business

Dining

Leisure

Bow in greeting.
Females should avoid
heels.
Bow
when
greeting someone.
Do not display
emotion.
Do not speak too
loudly.
The
Japanese
have difficulty in
saying no.
Do not blow your
nose in public.
Do not stand with
your hands in
your pocket.
• Displaying an
open mouth is
rude.

Do not stash away a
business card in a pocket
or in a place where it is
likely to be misplaced or
damaged.
Look at the business
card when given, and try
to
say
something
genuinely nice about it
(colors, font, raised
lettering, etc.).
Exchange
cards.

business

Moments of silence are
normal.
Do not slouch.
Cross legs at the ankles.
Do not interrupt but
listen carefully.

It is acceptable to
make noise while
eating.
Food is judged by
not only the taste
but
also
the
consistency.
Do not mix sake
with any other
alcohol.
Try any food that
is given to you.
Rice left in your
bowl indicates the
desire for second
helpings.
•
If
someone
offers you sake,
drink.

Remove
shoes
before
entering
homes
and
restaurants.
To beckon a person
extend hand palm
down and make a
scratching motion.
The Japanese wear
surgical
masks
when they have a
cold.
• Men sit crosslegged and women
sit on their legs or
with their legs to
the side.

• Do not chew gum.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Etiquette
SPEAKING
9. Prepare short presentations (3-5 min) about social etiquette in the following countries:
Finland, France, Germany, Turkey, China, America, the UK, Italy, Egypt. Give advice how
to behave abroad.

READING 1
READING
10. Read the first passage of the text about a tourism industry. What is the main idea of the
paragraph? Do you agree with it?

One thing is certain about the tourism industry: it is fast, growing and offer opportunities,
variety and possibilities. A unique and individual employment opportunity exists for anybody
who thinks about a tourism career. The tourism sector provides everything you've ever desired
in a profession. Whether you prefer to work indoors or outdoors , for a large resort or your own
small business, you will find realization of your efforts, contributions and enthusiasm.
11. Translate this passage. Make the translated passage sound good in your native
language; avoid literal (word-by-word) translation.
12. Now read the whole text. Give appropriate titles from the box to each of the
paragraphs.
Transportation
Food and Beverage Services

Accommodation

Travel Services

Recreation and Entertainment

The tourism industry is divided into five
sectors. Within each sector there are many
different occupations, and every region has
many employers who fit into one of these
categories. As a result, you can find work
almost anywhere you like.
1._______________This is the largest
employment group of the five, accounting
for nearly 50 per cent of the total tourism
workforce. This area may appeal to you if
you enjoy making dining a memorable
experience for guests. You can work in
restaurants, dining rooms, coffee shops, fast
food outlets, pubs, lounges, nightclubs,
catering and other operations.
2._______________Being
the
second
largest group for employment it happens to
be the most diverse. If you enjoy sharing
knowledge of local culture and your love of
the outdoors, this is an area for you to
explore. Jobs in this sector include working
in museums, casinos, attractions, snow
sports or golf, to name a few.
3._______________This group is the third
largest one for employment and growth
potential behind Food and Beverage
Services and Recreation and Entertainment.
It offers a wide variety of job opportunities,
and if you enjoy making people feel "at
home," this may be the perfect milieu for
you. You can work at hotels, motels, inns,
resorts, lodges, campgrounds, bed &
breakfasts and time-share operations, to
name just a few.

4._______________Within this sector, you
have the flexibility of working in various
capacities with event and conference
planning organizations, travel companies
and organizations, as well as associations,
government agencies and companies that
specialize in serving the needs of the
tourism sector as a whole. It is a popular
sector and can be very competitive, because
there tend to be few employment
opportunities. But if you like getting people
to where they want to go, be sure to spend
some time exploring the job potential of the
group.
5._______________Employers in this sector
provide transportation by air, land or water,
which means you could work for an airline,
cruise ship, ferry, railway, rental car or a bus
tour company, among many other options.
While this is the smallest sector of the five,
working in the sector often offers the
opportunity to travel while earning money.
Five unique industry groups comprise the
tourism sector as a whole, with job skills
and experiences that are transferable
between each. How you carve out your
career path is limited only by where you
apply your interests and how far you want to
grow professionally.
(Adapted
from
http://www.go2hr.ca/CareersbrinTourism/H
otJobsCareers/tabid/2480/Default.aspx)

13. Compress the content of the text into 5-6 sentences. Try to use your own words and
structures.

14. Exchange your summaries with another student and retell the text using his or her
notes.READING 2
15. Read the result of the survey “Why do you choose a guiding job?” Put opinions in
the appropriate columns:
Reasons
personal
gaining
own career broaden
relieving
interest
independence plans
knowledge
parents’
and
widen burden
views
Opinions

A

A. After all these years of learning I finally can be independent. It is great to have a job and
put what I have learned into practice.
B. I must collect some capital and accumulate some working experience for my future
career… I will do something about foreign trade or about culture exchange.
C. I like to follow the tourism career. The greatest advantage might be my outgoing
personality. I think I can do a good job in this industry.
D. I worked as a waitress in a hotel. I learned a lot during my work, such as how to use knives
and forks, how to associate with foreign guests, etc.
E. If I have a job after graduation, I make money and can dispose of it at my own will. I won’t
ask my parents for money.
F. I cannot wait to start my work. I want to earn money. My parents… it is not easy for them
to bring me up and support my education all these years.
G. My parents are farmers. They used most of their yearly income to pay my tuition fee. I can
earn money quickly in the tourism industry.
H. I will further my education for a Bachelor’s degree, learning foreign trade. Then, I will do
tourism first and change to car business. I think these two businesses can be combined
together.
I. It was interesting to work at Gudong Waterfall Resort… During the process of work, I
learned a lot about plants and animals.
J. I think I am suited to tourism jobs. I am outgoing and like to communicate with people.
16. Read the second part of the survey results. What are negative sides of working in
travel and tourism sphere?
1. I just want to try it first. If I really like it, I will continue this career. However, I still think
it is better to do it when I am young, because it is not a promising profession.
2. I will do it temporarily, three or five years … this job is really tiring. Heavy pressures! It is
not an ideal job for girls … When I am getting older, I will think about other things.
3. Tourism has seasonality. It is very fragile. In peak seasons employees would be crazily
busy.
4. Tour guides get income when they guide a tourist group. They don’t have to wait for every
month’s payday. However, they get nothing in the off seasons. This is what I dislike.
5. I found that tourism jobs are unstable. Especially for tour guides. Flights delayed.
Sometimes I had to wait until midnight.
6. During my practical training, I found that those people I rub up against, including
managers, were poorly cultivated, badly educated.
7. I had to repeat my work process, narrating, narrating... Every day I had to do the same
thing. It made me depressed.
8. Poor well-being is the most practical problem. Tour guides have no salaries.

9. Our income is made up of tips and commissions by persuading people to take optional
activities and buy souvenirs. Sometimes I took my groups to the souvenir stores. I felt so
embarrassed and uncomfortable. I was unhappy even though I earned some money.
10.
And in the tourism industry, it is not easy to be promoted, rare opportunities! So I
don’t expect.
17. Work in groups. Comment upon each of the statements above. Prove your point of
view, use speaking strategies, e.g.: I am more than sure that seasonality is not so terrible.
As for me, it is a good chance to change the environment, to travel a little, to make new
friends.
GRAMMAR FOCUS
Clauses of purpose
Clauses of purpose anwer the questions Why…? And what for…? You use a purpose clause
when you want to state the purpose of the action in the independent clause.
The most common type of purpose clause is a TO -infinitive clause.
To + infinitive
e.g.: Mary went to the computer lab to print out her covering letter.
In formal writing, IN ORDER TO and SO AS to are often used.
In
order
to
+infinitive
e.g.: The company conducted a detailed survey in order to find out its In order that +
potential clients.
subject+verb
The company conducted a detailed survey in order that clients could
express their opinion.
In formal writing, you can also introduce a purpose clause with SO So that + subject
THAT or in ORDER THAT. These finite purpose clauses usually +verb
contain a modal.
e.g.: A stewardess switched off the light so that passengers would be
able to sleep.
There are a number of other ways of expressing purpose in English.
These are some of the most common ones:
WITH A VIEW TO, WITH THE INTENTION OF, WITH THE With a view to +
OBJECT/AIM OF, FOR THE PURPOSE OF
Ving
If you use these phrases, make sure that the verb is in the _ing form.
The university introduced two new English courses with a view to
enhancing students’ proficiency in the language.
18. Combine two parts to make one sentence. Use to, in order to, with the object of, so that
etc.,
e.g.: 1 + d. We are analyzing this structure in order to understand the logics of the
presentation.
Situation
solution
1. Why are we analyzing this structure?
a) earn money for summer vacation.
2. What is the meeting for?

b) discuss problems with our clients.

3. Why is your friend searching for a
temporary job?

c) Attract people’s attention to a new
destination.

4. Why is the consultant visiting?

d) We can understand the logics of the
presentation.

5. Why is the travel agency changing the

e) I could prevent all possible obstacles.

advertising?
6. Why are you preparing for next
season now?

f) Continue my studies abroad.

7. Why were you asked to quit that job?

g) he could apologize in person.

19. Work in pairs and answer the questions. Use the clauses of purpose.
1. Why do you study economics at university?
2. Why do people have to watch news?
3. What for do you study English?
4. What for do most people try to travel a lot?
VOCABULARY AND SPEAKING

SPEAKING
Read SPEAKING
the definition of Customer Service Director. Then translate the content of the

20.
table into your language.
A customer service director plans, organizes, directs and controls the operations of a customer
service area of a transportation company. They oversee customer service representatives as
well as perform the duties of a customer service representative when required. They may be
employed at an airport, rail station or a cruise or ferry service counter.
Responsibilities:

Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:

 Manage human resource functions, such
as assigning staff duties;
 Respond to customer enquiries or
complaints;
 Attend to comfort and concerns of
passengers;
 Make and change reservations;
 Receive payment and process forms;
 Supervise facility operation;
 Communicate with other departments as
needed;
 Use administrative skills.

 Customer service experience;
 Supervisory
or
management
experience;
 Good judgment and problem-solving
skills;
 Strong communication skills;
 Strong leadership and team-building
skills;
 Time management skills an asset;
 Financial management skills an asset;
 A second language an asset;
 Degree or diploma in business,
marketing or tourism is often
necessary;

Possible Future Career
Marketing and Sales Manager

or Assistant Manager or

General Manager of Operations

21. Sort the professions below into 5 general sectors of the tourism industry
(Transportation,
Accommodation, Travel Services, Food and Beverage
Services, Recreation and Entertainment):
Accommodation Service Manager Flight Attendant
Taxicab and Limousine Driver
Bed
and
Breakfast Wine Server
Tourism Researcher
Owner/Operator

Banquet Server
Catering Manager
Special Events Coordinator
Event Coordinator - Ski Resort

Front Desk Agent
Museum Curator
Nightclub
Manager
Concierge

Travel Agency Manager
Travel Writer/Photographer
Visitor
Information
Centre
Supervisor
Snow maker

22. Choose from the list one or two titles which you are interested in. Make a table of
duties, skills and career opportunities as in the previous exercise. Tell other students.
READING AND SPEAKING
23. Read the passage from an economic article. Which sector is the largest?
In the nearest future the sector of tourism will considerably expand, which makes up
five industry groups and more than 400 occupations. Accommodation, food and beverage
services and recreation and entertainment are gearing up for the largest growth.
According to Canadian research projected employment growth is highest in "hospitality,"
which encompasses both accommodation (44,000 new workers by 2015) and food and
beverage services industry groups (19,000 new employees). Within the recreation and
entertainment industry group, adventure tourism will call for 13,000 new workers, and
attractions 8,000 new employees in Canada.
24. Guess what are the top 10 jobs in tourism these days in Canada? Put them in the
order of priority, e.g. : №1. Chefs and Cooks — 11,500 openings.
Program leaders in recreation
Accommodation service managers
Food service counter attendants
Food & beverage servers
Bartenders
Food service supervisors
Restaurant
&
food
service Attendants
in
amusement
&
managers
recreation
Kitchen & food service helpers
Chefs and Cooks
25. Think about a profession you would like to have in the travel and tourism industry
in Russia, support your point of view. What are possible advantages and disadvantages
of it?
RESEARCH WORK
26. Read the paragraph and sort out the main idea of it.
The World Tourism Organization (WTO, 2001) predicted that China would become
the world's largest tourist market by 2020. China has mapped out its 20-year tourism
development plan, which estimates that by 2020 the country's tourism revenue will exceed
US$398.7 billion, equal to 8% of the country's total GDP. According to the China National
Tourism Office (CNTO, 2006), the yearly average growth rate of tourism revenues is 12%,
which is much higher than the overall GDP growth rate of 7%. At present there are around 6
million people employed in the tourism industry and in the next ten years nearly 1 million
tourism job vacancies will be generated (CNTO, 2006).
27. Now you are going to investigate what new trends in travel and tourism industry in
Karelia are. Use the Internet, newspapers articles and job advertisements. Make
evaluation to cover the following points:

1.
2.

The pace of development of tourism in 5. Large tourist organizations.
Karelia.
6. Available jobs in local organizations.
Organizations that support the Karelian
7. Necessary education, working experience.
tourism.

3.

Popular destinations.

8. Approximate salary.

4.

Worked out destinations.

9. Prospective career plans.

A project – based game «I want this gob! »
Whether you're looking for your very first job,
switching careers, or re-entering the job market after
an extended absence, finding a job requires two main
tasks: understanding yourself and understanding the
job market. Presuming you've already chosen a career and are currently searching for jobs.
First of all you have to make your CV or resume and a covering letter or a letter of
motivation.
TASK 1: find out how to write a CV (a short written
document that lists your education and previous jobs, which you send to employers when you
are looking for a job).
TASK 2: find out how to write a cover letter (a letter which introduces employees to potential
employers and explains their suitability for the desired position).
TASK 3. Read the job advertisement below. Write a covering letter to apply for this position.
Job Opening
Apply here
Company:

Crewlink Ireland Limited

Job Title:

Cabin Crew

Job Location:

London - England - UK England

County or nearby cities:

Rome Milan Dublin Budapest Frankfurt

Employment Category:

Aviation
Travel

Employment Type:

Contract

Posted:

2011-06-03

Job Description

Always Dreamt of Taking to the Skies?
Crewlink is Ryanair's leading provider of cabin crew, training and recruiting
flight attendants to operate on Ryanair aircraft in 44 bases across Europe.
You don't need to have cabin crew experience. If you satisfy our
requirements for cabin crew and if we think you have what it takes we will
train you. Interviews take place in most European cities.
Position Requirements

Skills
/
Required:

Qualifications Are you between 5'2 (1.57m) and 6'2" (1.88m)
Of normal vision (contact lenses acceptable)
Can you swim at least 20m unaided
Comfortable working in English (both written
and
spoken)
Physically fit with a good attendance record in
your
current
position
Hard working, flexible & willing to operate on a
shift
roster
Ready to meet the challenge of dealing with
people
and
demanding
situations
Friendly and outgoing with a lively personality
Have (or can apply for) an EU passport
Never convicted of any Criminal Offence

Minimum Education Level High School
required:
Contact Information
Contact Name:

Crewlink Ireland Limited

Contact Phone:

5312022220

Preferred method of contact: E-mail via Apply Online Box
TASK 4. Go to the one of these sites and try to find a suitable job for you. Apply on-line, wait
for an answer from an employer. Send a copy of your documents (CV and a letter of
motivation) and a reply from the site to your teacher.
www.learn4good.com/
www.bestjobsus.com/em-register.htm
www.jobopenings.net/
FINAL TASK
28. Write your plan how to get a job or promotion. Think about the following points:
Am I suited to work in tourism?
Where can I work?
What sorts of jobs are available?
How much can I earn?
What education and qualifications do I
need ?
Where can I study to work in travel
and tourism?
What foreign language level is
necessary to work in this industry?
How do I find tourism companies and jobs in Karelia?

PART II. PHONETICS IN USE

Module 1
/ ɪ / Mr. and Mrs. Smith have been living in this big city since Christmas.
/i/: Pete, my feet are freezing. You sweep the leaves. I'll see to the tea.
Please be seated in these three seats near the speaker.

1. Read the following. Mind the difference in pronunciation /i:/ – / ɪ /:
1. You should feel it inside.
2. Mary doesn’t want to sleep.
3. The peach is excellent.
4. Bob beat Tom again.
5. Is he leaving with his brother?
6. That’s a low heel.
7. I want to eat.
8. She was shocked by the dean.
9. It was a terrible scene.
10. We always heat our food.
11. Do you see the peak?
12. Shall we slip in here?
13.They had a wonderful mill by the river.
14. Ann’s never seen a ship move so fast.

You should fill it inside.
Mary doesn’t want to slip.
The pitch is excellent.
Bob bit Tom again.
Is he living with his brother?
That’s a low hill.
I want it.
She was shocked by the din.
It was a terrible sin.
We always hid our food.
Do you see the pig?
Shall we sleep in here?
They had a wonderful meal by the river.
Ann’s never seen a sheep move so fast!

2. Read the following. Mind the difference in the length of vowels:
a. Mary always hit Bill.
b. It’s a Bic pencil.
c. My scarf is ripped.
d. She knows they’re rich.
e. Where’s the cat’s feet?
f. There are many leaks now.
g. They need peace.

Mary always hid Bill.
It’s a big pencil.
My scarf is ribbed.
She knows their ridge.
Where’s the cat’s feed?
There are many leagues now.
They need peas.

/e/: They said they'd bury the treasure under the dead elm you remember, by the bend in the fence.
Her friends said she’d better not get a red wedding dress.
He smells best that smells of nothing
/æ/: A black cat sat on a mat and ate a fat rat.
Charley Wag, Charley Wag,
Ate the pudding and left the bag.

3. Read the following. Mind the difference in pronunciation of vowels:
/æ/
a. Rebecca thinks it’s a hat.
b. Do you see these caps?
c. Fred’s sitting on the cat.
d. Jennifer’s stacking up books.

/ ɔ:/
Rebecca thinks it’s hot.
Do you see these cops?
Fred’s sitting on the cot.
Jennifer’s stocking up books.

4. Read the following. Mind the pronunciation of / ʔ / instead of /t/ :
1. Since it happened to be such a nice day Mortimer thought he’d go to the beach.
2. Maggie saw a black cat that caught a mouse.
3. Max is the boy that sits next to me in my class.
4. Vegetarians don’t eat meat.
5. What can they say about it?
6. Caroline’s not coming back so it’s no use eating your heart out.
7. Let Frank go. He thought he was in deep trouble, but he got off easy.
8. Alice can’t stand it any longer.
9. If you sat down and talked it through you could reach an agreement.
10. It was made of cotton.
11. Could you say that again? Basil didn’t catch the last bit.
12. At first Gerald felt awkward, but he soon learned to fit in.
13. That new haircut suits Bella.
14. Button your buttons.
15. Stella’s trying to get the house into a fit state for visitors.
16. Great Britain has many mountains.
5. Read the following. Mind the difference in pronunciation:
1. I don’t know what Norman sought / saw.
2. They can seat / see Walter.
3. Did you have a good date / day?
4. Gordon’s going to bite / buy that pencil.
5. Did Thomas see her goat /go?
6. Where’s my belt / bell?
7. George’s cart / car was stolen.
8. I don’t know what August sought / saw in Flora.
9. It isn’t the date / day Theodore wants.
10. Paul’s going to bite / buy it.
Module 2

If you are not handsome at twenty, not strong at thirty,
Not rich at forty, not wise at fifty, you never will be.

/k, g/: Dr. Johnson and Mr. Johnson, after great consideration, came to the conclusion that
the Indian nation beyond the Indian Ocean is back in education because the chief occupation
is cultivation. Casual clothes are provisional for leisurely trips across Asia.
Brent Spence Bridge, Clay Wade Bailey Bridge
/s/: Sounding by sound is a sound method of sounding sounds.
Seven slick slimey snakes slowly sliding southward. Tom threw Tim three thumbtacks.

1.Read the following. Mind the difference in pronunciation:
1. Please take this back / bag.
2. Has Austin used his bet / bed?
3. I need a cap / cab.
4. Give Florence a cart / card.
5. Lorenz’s going to sink / sing.
6. Oliver found ten bucks / bugs.
7. It was a wonderful safe / save.
8. What happened to Robert’s lamps / lambs?
9. Johnny made a nice batch / badge.
10. They lift / lived over there.
11. Solomon let / led them in.
12. Only two seats / seeds are left.
13. How many laps / labs did Ronald run?
14. They often duck / dug behind Dorian’s car.

2.Read the following. Mind the difference in pronunciation:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Eugene thinks it’s cold / gold.
Does Matthew have the time / dime?
We need to go pack / back.
Andrew’s curls / girls are lovely.
Lucia’s going to tie it / diet.
The peas / bees are terrible.
They came for a swim. They’re game for a swim.
Rudolf is in town now. Rudolf is down now.
He’s quite a pig / big.
3.Read the following. Mind the difference in pronunciation:

Big — bick, time – dime, car—cart, ice – eyes, crow—grow, save—safe, cup – cub, bet – bed,
plate – played, pick – pig, leaf – leave, proof – prove, teeth – teethe, loss – laws, rich – ridge,
backs – bags, raced – raised, lift – lived, price – prize, raced – raised, lamp – lamb, felt – fell,
short – shore, sent – send, lunch – lunge, bumps – bums, false – falls, heart – hard.

Module 3

/f/: First come, first served. Fresh fried fish, fish fresh fried, fried fish fresh, fish fried fresh.
Forbidden fruit is sweet.
No flying from the fate. Love's a feeling you feel when you feel you're going to feel the feeling
you've never felt before. Four furious friends fought for the phone.
/w/: Wayne went to Wales to watch walruses. Why do you cry, Willy? Why do you cry? Why,
Willy? Why, Willy? Why, Willy? Why? Very well, very well, very well ...
Oh that I were where I would be, Then would I be where I am not;
But where I am there I must be, And where I would be I can not.
/r/ : Rory the warrior and Roger the worrier were reared wrongly in a rural brewery.
/s, w/: I stood sadly on the silver steps of Burgess's fish sauce shop, mimicking him hiccuping,
and wildly welcoming him within
1.Read the following. Mind the difference in pronunciation of vowels:
1. It was very hot in that hut.
2. Good luck opening that lock.
3. Those nuts are not very good.
4. Carrie caught the cat sleeping on the cot.
5. Judd picked a bag of cranberries in the bog.
6. Don’t cough into the cuff of your shirt.
7. The cop was wearing a black cap.
8. Everything in stock was stacked on the shelves.
9. Bob tapped the top of the jar.
10. The sun was so hot that Norman had to wear a hat.
11. What colour is Gordon’s collar?
12. The boss never takes the bus.
Consonant Clusters
2.Read the following. Mind the difference in pronunciation:
/fffffffθθθθθsssss∫∫∫∫∫∫/
/vvvvvvðððððzzzzzzzzzzz/
/ffffffvvvvθθθθððððθθθθvvvvffffffzzzzzz∫∫∫∫/
/sssssθθθθθzzzzðððððsssssθθθθθzzzzððððð/
3.Read the following. Mind the difference in pronunciation:

1. /f/ + /s, z/
laughs
enough sun
rough seas
eats fish

2. /f/ +/θ, ð/
math final
fifth floor
tough things
cough then

3. / θ/ + /s, z/
health service
tenth season
south central
says things

4. /v/ + / θ, ð/
live there
love them
of the
give thanks

a nice fit
clothes for

breathe freely
off the

the girls think
maths

both voices

Module 4

I thought, I thought of thinking of thanking you.
Seldom seen, soon forgotten.
Nothing succeeds like success.
I see a sea down by the seashore. But which sea do you see down by the seashore?
The sixth sheep of the sixth sheikh is sick

1.Read the following. Mind the difference in pronunciation:
1. /v/ + / s,z/
themselves
leave silently
sees very well
is vacant
searches for

2. / ð / + / z, s /
sees them
plays those
knows the
smooth sailing
goes through

3. / / + / θ, ð/
both shoes
fourth shot
wash them
wish that
hopes she

4. /v/ +/z/+/ð/
loves them
lives there
arrives then
saves these

2.Read the following. Mind the difference in pronunciation of /ʊ/ - / u:/:
/ʊ/
/u:/
1. The black soot was dirty.
The black suit was dirty.
2. Lesley’s foot’s cold.
Lesley’s food’s cold.
3. Does Emily think Teddy’s full?
Does Emily think Teddy’s fool?
4. It was a long pull.
It was a long pool.
3.Read the following. Mind the difference in pronunciation of / з:/ - / ɔ:/:
1. /з:/
a. They were unusual dresses.
b. What a long word!
c. Is that thing a worm?
d. Ernest wants to worship.
e. Dolly worked all night.
f. The worst lasted three years.

Module 5

2.
/ɔ:/
They wore unusual dresses.
What a long ward!
Is that thing warm?
Ernest wants the warship.
Dolly walked all night.
The wars lasted three years. 

The first forty years of life give us the text: the next thirty supply the commentary.
Arthur Schopenhauer
What is food to one man may be fierce poison to others.
Lucretius
He was a bold man who first swallowed an oyster.
James I
One cannot think well, love well, sleep well, if one has not dined well.
Virgina Woolf
Man does not live by bread alone.
Moses
All happiness depends upon a leisurely breakfast.
John Gunther
All you see, I owe to spaghetti.
Sophia Loren
Give me books, French wine, fruit, fine weather and a little music played out of doors by
somebody I do not know.
John Keats

1.Mind the difference in pronunciation of the following words:
/eı/ -/æ/:
grade-graduate, grateful- gratitude, nation- national, sane-sanity, state-static;
/i:/-/e/ : meter-metric, serene-serenity, supreme-supremacy, equal-equity, to breathe- a breath;
/u/-/ /: reduce-reduction, produce-production, consume-consumption, resume- resumption;
/aı//-/ı/ : type-typical, Bible-Biblical, divine-divinity, precise-precision, mine-mineral;
/ɔʊ/-/ɔ:/: sole-solitary, atrocious-atrocity,
microscope-microscopic, close-closet 

provoke-provocative,

2. Read the following. Mind the difference in pronunciation:
1. It’s natural for children to love nature.
2. Take a deep breath, and then breathe out.
3. Do I sign my own name or get someone else’s signature?
4. Certain types of plants are typically grown indoors.
5. The produces thought the cost of production was too high.
6. Herbert could make some beautiful clothes with this cloth.
7. A person who comes from the South is called a Southerner.
8. Gertrude took a bath after sunbathing for three hours.
9. The metric system measures length in meters.
10. There was a story about the United Nations on the national news.
11. Many athletes get athletic scholarships to attend college.

3.Read the following. Mind the difference in pronunciation:
1. There’s a trunk / a drunk in a one-way street.
2. Victoria’s already crowing / growing.

diagnosis-diagnostic,

3. Does Aubrey have no pride /bride?
4. Christopher’s found a land crab / grab.
5. Percy will try / dry it.
6. Serve the dish with pressed / breast meat and a green salad.
7. Earnest should praise / braise them.
8. The class / glass was large.
9. It was planned / bland.
10. Does Bert have any clue / glue?
11. They’re pleading / bleeding too much.
12. It’s an ugly plot / blot.
4.Read the following. Mind the difference in pronunciation of /t, t∫, dz, z , ∫/:
1. Justin was such a child – he couldn’t even do his own washing.
2. Industry chiefs demanded tough measures against inflation.
3. Alice gave the dog old shoes to chew on.
4. The reforms were motivated by a genuine concern for the disabled.
5. John’s making too many generalizations about an issue that he doesn’t understand.

5.Read the following. Mind the difference in pronunciation:

Site sight, costume custom, decent descent, dessert desert (n) desert (v), later latter,
loose lose, principal principle, quiet quite quit, stationary -- stationery, than then,
weather whether, accept except, access excess, advice-advise, innocence- in essence - in
a sense, debauch - debouch.
6.Read the following. Mind the difference in pronunciation:
Model: record, n – record, v
Conduct, addict, protest, progress, permit, increase, conflict, desert, contract, object, subject,
convict, defect, insult, present, produce, rebel, project, suspect

Module 6

Everyone thinks his own burden heavy.
French Proverb
Every path has its puddle.
English Proverb
Every peasant is proud of the pond in his village because from it he measures the sea.
Russian Proverb
Every road has two directions.
Russian Proverb

Children are a poor man's wealth.
Danish Proverb
The church is near, but the way is icy, The tavern is far, but I will walk carefully.
Ukranian Proverb
Don't dig your grave with your own knife and fork.
English Proverb
Don't open a shop unless you know how to smile.
Jewish Proverb
Don't run too far, you will have to return the same distance.
Biblical Proverb

Reduction of Unstressed Vowels
-ate
/ı/
(nouns and adjectives) climate, private, fortunate, accurate
-ite
definite, favorite, opposite, infinite
-age
garbage, beverage, cabbage, damage, marriage
-ive
active, aggressive, negative, repulsive
-ace
furnace, menace, palace, terrace
-ice
notice, office, apprentice, practice, promise
-ine
engine, determine, discipline, examine, famine, medicine
-ous
/ı/ or //
dangerous, jealous, fabulous, delicious, suspicious, religious
-able
//
memorable, comfortable, dependable
-ible
sensible, visible, accessible, irresistible
-al
metal, personal, identical, horizontal
-ile
fertile (AmE), fragile (AmE), missile (AmE), sterile (AmE)
-cial
social, special, artificial, commercial, partial, official
-tial
influential, partial
-ain
(nouns and adjectives) bargain, captain, mountain, curtain
-on
carton, lesson, Washington
-tion
condition, revolution, communication
-sion
conclusion, decision, permission
-gion
region, religion
-cian
physician, musician, politician
-tient
patient
-ance
entrance, distance, importance, appearance
-ence
silence, difference, existence, residence
-ar
grammar, sugar, similar, peculiar
-or
major, colour, tailor, visitor
-ure
picture, nature, injure, furniture
1.Read the following. Mind the difference in pronunciation:
photograph, photography, photografic, family, familiar, familiarity, competent, competitor,
competition, diplomat, diplomacy, diplomatic, personal, personify, personality, democrat,
democracy, democratic, telegraph, telegraphy, telegraphic, politics, political, politician
2.Read and translate the following. Mind the difference in stress:

a 'hot dog – a cooked sausage in a long round piece of bread
a 'hot 'dog – a dog which is hot
A 'freeway – a 'free 'way, a 'blue-bird – a 'blue 'bird, a 'boardwalk – a 'board 'walk, a 'bluebottle – a 'blue 'bottle, a 'bluebell – a 'blue 'bell, a 'blackboard – a 'black board, an 'English
teacher – an 'English 'teacher, 'washing machines – 'washing 'machines, 'playing cards –
'playing 'cards, the 'White House – the 'white 'house, 'cheapskates – 'cheap 'skates, a 'yellowhammer – a 'yellow 'hammer, a 'dark-room – a 'dark 'room, a 'greenhouse – a 'green 'house, a
'red-coat – a 'red 'coat, 'Red-brick – a 'red 'brick, a 'green-fly – a 'green 'fly, a 'bottleneck – a
'bottle 'neck, a 'hotbed – a 'hot 'bed, a 'red-tape – a 'red 'tape


Stressed and Unstressed Suffixes

Stressed Suffixes:
-ain
-ee
-eer
-ese
-ette
-esque
-ique

(только глаголы) entertain, ascertain, maintain
employee, refugee, trainee
volunteer, engineer, career
Japanese, Portuguese, Chinese
cigarette, silhouette, cassette
picturesque, grotesque
technique, unique, antique

The syllable before the suffix is stressed:
-ial
-cial
-tial
-ual
-ian
-cian
-sian
-ion
-ssion
-sion
-cient
-tient
-ious
-eous
-cious
-tious
-geous
-gious
-uous
-ic
-ical
-ity
-ify
-itive
-itude

memorial, trivial, proverbial
financial, artificial, commercial
essential, presidential, influential
intellectual, individual, visual
vegetarian, pedestrian, Canadian
physician, politician, mathematician
Parisian, Indonesian, Asian
opinion, companion, million
profession, discussion, permission
conclusion, explosion, occasion
sufficient, efficient, deficient, ancient
impatient
curious, luxurious, mysterious
simultaneous, spontaneous, courteous
suspicious, delicious, conscious
ambitious, superstitious, cautious
advantageous, courageous
religious
ambiguous, continuous, strenuous
fantastic, realistic, energetic
physical, classical, psychological
publicity, possibility, humidity
(verbs) classify, terrify, humidify
repetitive, infinitive, sensitive
attitude, solitude, ineptitude

-logy
-graphy

biology, zoology, archeology
geography, autobiography, photography

The second syllable before the suffix is stressed:
-ate
(verbs) operate, appreciate, exaggerate
(adjectives and nouns) delicate, unfortunate, certificate
-ize
(verbs) apologise, criticize, recognize
-ary
secretary, contemporary, vocabulary
The Exceptions
-ee
-ic
-ion
-ize
-tary

committee, coffee
Arabic, arithmetic, Catholic, lunatic, rhetoric, politics
television, intersection
regularize, characterize, hospitalize, personalize, naturalize
elementary, supplementary, documentary

4.Read the following words:
Business: blue chip shares, blueprint, board of trustees, blockbuster, bonanza, bootlegging,
boondoggle, brain drain, bureaucracy, contestant, embargo, anonymous call, purchase,
audience rapport, brochure, budget, negotiating strategy, innovate, bankrupt, consultancy
Trade marks: Coca-Cola, Nestle, Nurofen, Nutrasweet, Oddbins, Odo-Ro-No, AT&T,
Cinzano, Marlboro, Smarties, Nescafe, Rowntree, Levi Strauss, Channel, Colgate-Palmolive,
Zanussi, Hermes, Timberland, Procter&Gamble, Mars, Unilever, Disney
Proper Names: Archimedes, Damocles, Demosthenes, Diogenes, Salieri, Hippocratic, Juno,
Lothario, Muscovy, Mamara, Maharaja, Crete, Nagano, Naomi, Napoleon, Nefertiti, Nazareth,
Nemo, O'Brien, Nobel prize, Nostradamus, Odyssey, Oedipus, Orpheus, Ovid, Paul, Don
Quixote, Raphael, Pythagoras
Coffee: premium coffee, Arabica coffee strain, Colombian Supremo, instant coffee: Taster's
Choice, Decaffeinated, Hazelnut Brownies, French Vanilla, Gourmet Roast.
Wine: vermouth, port wine, brandy, Burgundy, Bordeaux, Beaujolais, gin and tonic.
Music: minuet, polonaise, waltz, tango, quadrille, rumba, samba, jig, mazurka, round dance.
Flowers: flirty blossoms, blooms, flower arrangements, lilacs, morning glories, tulip, grape
hyacinth, daffodils, wisteria, cacophonous, bouquet, tulip, ranunculus.
Правильно прочитайте географические названия:
Abidjan, Addis Ababa, Adriatic Sea, Aegean Sea, Afghanistan, Alabama, Alaska, Albania,
Algeria, Al Kuwait, Alps, Amazon, Amsterdam, Amu Darya, Amur, Argentina, Arkansas,
Bangladesh, Bahamas, Bahamian, Baltic, Barbados, Barbarian, Belarus, Belarussian, Belgium,

Belgian, Bermuda, Bermudan, Bhutan, Bhutanese, Bolivia, Bolivian, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Brazil, Brazilian, Brunei, Bruneian, Bulgaria Burma, Belfast, Burundi, Burundian, Berlin,
Brussels, Budapest, Buckingham, Buffalo, Calcutta, Caucasus, Cambodia, Cambodian,
Cameroon, Cameroonian, Caribbean, Chad, Chadian, Chile, Chilean, China, Chinese,
Colombia, Colorado, Congo, Congolese, Costa Rica, Costa Rican, Cyprus, Cypriot, Czech
Republic, Denmark, Danish, Djibouti, Djiboutian, Dominica, Durham, Delhi, Ecuador,
Ecuadorian, Edinburgh, Florida, Gibraltar, Greenwich, Houston, Niagara, New Jersey,
Kentucky, Klondike, Kabul, Lebanon, Monaco, Malta, Neapolis, Oslo, Persia, Portugal, Ruhr,
Serbia, Stockholm, Toronto, Tartar, Thames, Texas, Turkey, Sahara, Vancouver, Venice,
Warsaw, Waterloo, Uruguay, Yarmouth.
Варианты передачи русских согласных и гласных на английском языке:
-тьева – tyeva, ж – zh, Zhykov; ш – sh, Sholokhov; ч – tch, ch, Chekhov,
Tchaikovsky, Cheboksary, щ – shch, ы –y, Bykov; х – kh, Kharkov; я – ya, Yalta
Высшая школа – Vysšaya skola, Московские новости – Moskovskiye Novosti,
Толстой – Tolstoy, Достоевский – Dostoevski, Dostoevsky, Dostoyevski,
Dostoyevsky, Трахтеров – Trakhterov, Торсуев – Torsyev, Васильев – Vassilyev,
Vasilyvev, Щерба – Shcherba, Черномырдин – Chernomyrdin, Ястржемский –
Yastrzhembsky, Вайнштейн – Vainshtein, Нуриев – Nureyev, Гуляева – Gouliaeva,
Gulyaeva, Хан – Khan, Городецкая -- Gorodetskaya, Костюк – Kostiuk, Людмила
– Ludmila, Lyudmila, Сергей – Sergei, Татьяна – Tatyana, Тольятти – Togliatti,
бабушка – babushka, Бабий Яр – Babi Yar, дача -dacha

ФОНЕТИЧЕСКИЙ СПРАВОЧНИК
1 . Фонетический акцент
В специальной методической литературе акцент определяется как особый вид
отклонения от литературной нормы, возникающий в ситуации билингвизма и
характеризующийся наличием супернормы, регулирующей речепроизводство билингва,
прибегающего ко второму языку. Под супернормой понимается наложение нормы
первичного языка (т.е. родного) на норму языка вторичного (т.е. иностранного)
[Виноградов, 1976]. Из всех видов акцента (лексический, грамматический и т.д.)
фонетический акцент признается наиболее сильным. Различные звуковые модификации,
затрудняющие мгновенное опознавание произносимых слов, будут привлекать внимание
слушающих и, тем самым, создавать у них впечатление иностранного акцента. Как
отмечал С.И. Бернштейн, неодобрительное отношение к иностранному акценту отчасти
объясняется как неосознанная форма протеста слушателя против принуждения к
непродуктивной затрате умственной энергии [Бернштейн, 1975]. Всем говорящим на
иностранном языке важно помнить, что фонетические погрешности могут так исказить
смысл сказанного, что общение будет сведено на «нет».
Простые примеры легко доказывают данное утверждение. Смысл английских фраз
«He is living with Caferoma’s Managing Director» и «He is leaving with Caferoma’s
Managing Director» зависит от правильного понимания выделенных слов is living (в
значении «живет») и is leaving (в значении ―уезжает‖). На письме разница в словах легко
видна. При правильном произношении она также весьма ощутима. Так в слове living
/’lıvıŋ/ англичане произносят звук /ɪ/, а в слове leaving /’li:vɪŋ/ -- звук /i:/. Данные звуки /ı/
и /i:/ существенно разнятся как в артикуляции, так и в акустическом впечатлении и
являются смыслоразличительными для носителей языка. Когда же русский учащийся,
плохо знакомый с английской фонетикой, говорит эти две фразы, они звучат абсолютно
одинаково, так как вместо английских гласных /ɪ / и /i:/ произносится похожий русский
звук /и/.
Приведем еще несколько простых примеров фраз, которые трудно понять, если
вместо английских звуков (выделенных жирным шрифтом) произносить русские
гласные:
i:

ɪ

ʊ

u:

1.I don’t want to sleep/slip.

3. My foot’s/food’s cold.

2. It was a terrible scene/sin.

4. Do you think he’s full/a fool?

Ниже приведены фразы, смысл которых так же невозможно понять, если нечетко или
неясно произносить выделенные гласные.
ʌ

ɒ

з: ɔ:

1. The bus/boss is coming soon.

3. They were/wore unusual dresses.

2. That colour/collar is beautiful.

4. She worked/walked all night.

Помимо того, что человека, говорящего с сильным иностранным акцентом, иногда
просто невозможно понять, важно помнить и о том, какое общее впечатление
производит такой собеседник на носителей языка. Известный социофонетист Питер
Традгилл в одной из своих книг приводит результаты по восприятию акцентного и
нормативного произношения носителей английского языка (следует иметь в виду, что
под акцентным произношением П.Традгилл подразумевает территориальные и
социальные типы английского произношения) [Trudgill, 1975]. Оказалось, что
испытуемые приписывали людям, владеющим орфоэпической нормой, такие
личностные качества как ум, интеллигентность, авторитетность. В тоже время носителей
того или иного территориального или социального акцента оценивали как добрых,
дружелюбных, честных людей.
С целью установить зависимость представления носителей английского языка о
личностных характеристиках дикторов от степени их иностранного (русского) акцента
на кафедре иностранных языков Петрозаводского государственного университета было
проведено исследованиев котором приняли участие студенты ПетрГУ, имеющие разную
степень выраженности русского акцента. В качестве аудиторов выступили двадцать пять
носителей британского варианта английского языка, владеющие орфоэпической нормой
(general RP). Это преподаватели английского языка и менеджеры языковых школ г.
Лондона. Все испытуемые имеют высшее образование. По социальному статусу –
представители среднего класса. Возраст испытуемых: от 25 до 46 лет. Было получено
875 ответов аудиторов.
Носители языка, принимая во внимание прежде всего степень иностранного
акцента, достаточно однозначно определяют личные качества дикторов каждой из
подгрупп. Так билингвы, говорящие с сильным русским акцентом, по мнению носителей
языка, отличаются неуверенностью в себе (21 ответ), простотой, простодушием,
бесхитростностью (18 ответов), стеснительностью, робостью (15 ответов), добротой (13
ответов), заботливостью (11 ответов), сдержанностью (10 ответов). С фонетической
точки зрения произношение данной группы информантов отличалось наличием
большого числа как фонетических, так и фонологических ошибок, монотонной и
невыразительной интонацией.
Согласно ответам английских аудиторов дикторы из второй подгруппы, говорящие
с акцентом средней степени, могли бы предположительно обладать следующими
личностными качествами: предупредительный, внимательный (18), старательный,
усердный, трудолюбивый (18 ответов), чуткий, теплый, заботливый, доброжелательный
(15), умный, сообразительный (14 ответов), спокойный, сдержанный, уравновешенный
(14 ответов), неэмоциональный, скованный, индифферентный (10), уверенный в себе (7).
В речи эти билингвы делали небольшое количество фонологических и фонетических
ошибок, интонация сохранила черты русской, но стала более выразительной.

В соответствие с оценкой носителей языка, отличительной чертой произношения
дикторов третьей подгруппы является слабый акцент. Предполагаемые личностные
характеристики данных билингвов, по мнению английских аудиторов, могут быть
следующие: активный, сильный, лидер, твердый, требовательный, настойчивый (22),
уверенный в себе, убежденный (19 ответов), умный, сообразительный, смышленый (18),
интеллигентный, любящий науку, образованный (16), обладающий способностями
оратора, имеющий хорошее произношение (12), артистический, утонченный (9),
самоуверенный, самодовольный, самонадеянный (7). Дикторов этой подгруппы отличает
нормативное произношение, отсутствуют фонологические ошибки, незначительное
количество фонетических ошибок, дикторы демонстрируют владение аллофонным
варьированием и основными английскими интонационными контурами.
Сопоставление результатов, полученных по трем группам дикторов, показывает,
что англичане приписывают иностранцам с сильным иностранным акцентом наличие
таких качеств как неуверенность в себе простота, бесхитростность, доброта,
заботливость. При этом аудиторы избегают оценивать интеллектуальный и
образовательный уровень дикторов. Среди качеств билингвов, ассоциирующихся у
носителей языка с акцентом средней степени, английские аудиторы, прежде всего,
отмечают предупредительность, внимательность, старательность, трудолюбие, ум,
доброжелательность.
Иностранцам со слабым акцентом, по мнению англичан,
свойственны такие качества как ум, интеллигентность, образованность, уверенность в
себе, активность, лидерство. Особо отмечаются ораторские способности и хорошее
произношение, хотя данные характеристики не относятся к личностным. Таким образом,
иностранный (русский) акцент, так же как и территориальный тип произношения в
родном языке, воспринимается носителями английского языка достаточно стереотипно и
является определенным индикатором личностных характеристик дикторов.

2. Сравнительное описание артикуляционных баз английского и русского языков
Cогласно исследованиям в области практической фонетики, характер
произносительных ошибок зависит от двух основных факторов: 1) от соотношений
между фонематическими системами языков и 2) от особенностей фонетической
реализации звуков в них, т.е. от артикуляторных навыков, характерных для обоих
языков. Поэтому целесообразно сравнить артикуляционные базы английского и русского
языков и провести сопоставительный анализ системы английских и русских согласных и
гласных. Это позволит сделать прогноз возможных ошибок при обучении
произношению английских согласных.
Известный петербургский фонетист Л.Р. Зиндер дает следующее определение
артикуляционной базы: «Артикуляционная база – это совокупность привычных для
данного языка движений и положений произносительных органов» [1979, 80].
Аналогичное определение находим и у А.И. Томсона: «В каждом языке существуют
общие особенности в артикуляциях, объясняемые главным образом приобретенными
привычками в движениях и связанным с ними развитием соответствующих мускулов
органов речи» [1910, 216]. Данный механизм включает: способ подачи воздуха,
необходимого для производства звука, особенности формы резонатора (главным образом
ртового), положение языка, положение губ и т.п.
Артикуляционная база вырабатывается в детстве в результате усвоения ребенком
фонетической системы того языка, на котором говорят окружающие его люди. При этом
надо иметь в виду свойство полиморфизма, заключающееся в том, что близкие, трудно

различимые на слух звуки могут быть получены в результате различающихся
артикуляций. Пользуясь контролем слуха, ребенок в общении с окружающими
бессознательно подбирает привычную для данного языка артикуляцию и таким путем
усваивает его артикуляционную базу, в основе которой лежит совокупность таких
артикуляций. Последние зависят прежде всего от фонетической системы языка. При
усвоении артикуляционной базы иностранного языка взрослыми обучающимися
необходимо проделать серьезную и сложную работу по формированию новых, зачастую
весьма специфических произносительных навыков.
С точки зрения практики преподавания иностранного языка целесообразно
рассматривать артикуляционную базу в единстве статики и динамики: как
артикуляционный уклад (т.е. фиксируемое предпочтительное и постоянно
поддерживаемое в речи положение органов фонации) и как динамические категории,
«накладывающиеся» на установку органов речи в виде определенных артикуляций и
соответствующих им акустических эффектов, непосредственно не зависящих от уклада.
Особенности английского артикуляционного уклада (АУ) подробно описаны во
многих работах зарубежных и отечественных лингвистов. Поэтому следует ограничиться
кратким описанием основных различий между английским и русским
артикуляционными укладами.
Для английского языка характерен плоский уклад и некоторая растянутость губ (a
phonetic smile) губы не двигаются в горизонтальной плоскости, так что их углы
остаются неподвижными (stiff upper lip). Между тем в русском артикуляционном укладе
губы слегка округлены и не тесно прижаты к зубам.
Особенностью английского АУ является оттянутость кончика языка от зубов, при
этом кончик языка находится против альвеол, не касаясь их. Активным в производстве
английских согласных является только самый кончик языка – tip (в отличие от передней
части в русском языке – blade).
Для английского АУ характерно плоское и низкое положение средней и задней
частей спинки языка. Вокализация английского АУ ( например, в виде озвученных пауз)
показывает, что характерная установка органов фонации близка по своему звучанию к
гласному смешанного ряда среднего подъема /  /, который является одним из самых
частотных звуков английской речи. В русском АУ передняя и средняя части языка
поднимаются к твердому небу, что создает благоприятные условия для произнесения
смягченных согласных. Общий произносительный уклад русского языка характеризуется
ориентацией на палатализацию. Противопоставление твердых и мягких согласных
является одним из самых регулярных противопоставлений в русском консонантизме].
При сопоставлении АУ английского и русского языков обнаруживается, что объем
ртового резонатора значительно больше в английском. Это вызывает определенный
акустический эффект, который фиксируется как характерный «приглушенный» тембр
голоса. Русская речь на слух воспринимается как более звонкая. Кроме того, как
отмечают специалисты, «физиологической особенностью русской звуковой системы
является вялая артикуляция», что не характерно для энергичной английской
артикуляции.
Привычка к родному артикуляционному укладу мешает учащимся овладеть
иноязычным. Новое исходное положение органов речи кажется неудобным и
неестественным. Студенты наиболее успешно усваивают иностранный артикуляционный

уклад в основном благодаря сознательному отказу от произносительных тенденций,
составляющих артикуляционную базу родного языка, и постоянному тренингу.
3. Сравнительное описание
языков

системы согласных фонем английского и русского

Непроизвольное вмешательство навыков использования родного языка вызвано
различием языковых систем и квалифицируется носителями языка как отклонение от
нормы. Сопоставительный анализ языковых систем важен не только в теоретическом
плане, но и для разработки конкретных методов преподавания. Кратко перечислим
основные различия в системах английского и русского консонантизма.
Самый благоприятный случай для овладения иностранным языком тот, когда число
фонем родного языка больше, чем число фонем изучаемого, и разные фонемы родного
языка более или менее соответствуют вариантам фонем иностранного. В этом случае
фонемные ошибки исключаются и возможны лишь – неточности фонетической
реализации.
Соотношение между согласными русского и английского языков выглядит
следующим образом:
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При таком сопоставлении видно, что число согласных в русском языке больше, чем в
английском, что в целом благоприятно для постановки английских согласных. По
соотношению между сходными на слух звуками различаются три группы: первая, в
которой каждой паре противопоставленных по твердости и мягкости фонем
соответствует одна фонема вторая, в которой каждой русской фонеме соответствует
английская и третья, в которой никаких соответствий нет.
В целом для английских согласных звуков характерны следующие особенности:
а) наличие апикальной артикуляции у всех переднеязычных звуков,
б) меньшая степень смягчения согласных перед гласными переднего ряда,
в) реализация слабозвонких согласных звуков в позиции начала и абсолютного конца,
г) наличие аспирации у глухих взрывных /p/, /t/, /k/.

Типичные ошибки при произношении английских согласных
В современных пособиях по практической фонетике английского языка детально
прогнозируются возможные ошибки, которые могут появиться у русских учащихся при
овладении английской системой консонантизма. Здесь дается краткий прогноз
обобщенного характера.
Место артикуляции
Для английских переднеязычных согласных характерна апикально-альвеолярная
артикуляция, а для русских – дорсальная. В связи с этим, наибольшую трудность при
постановке английских согласных у русских учащихся вызовет именно апикальноальвеолярная артикуляция. Апикальные согласные характеризуются очень малой
площадью контакта с альвеолярной дугой. В русской же речи положению кончика языка
у нижних зубов сопутствует общая выдвинутость тела языка вперед, что приводит к
увеличению площади контакта. В результате перенесения этих артикуляционных
особенностей на английскую речь, альвеолярные звуки получают несвойственную им
тембральную окраску, становятся так называемыми «thick sounds» [Кулешов, Мишин,
1987, 56]. Возможна замена альвеолярной артикуляции на дорсальную зубную при
произнесении переднеязычных взрывных [t, d], аффрикат [t ], [d], щелевых [s], [z],
сонантов [n], [l].
Другие нарушения могут быть связаны с заменой палатально-альвеолярных / /, /  /
на похожие русские согласные / š / и / ž /, а также / š : /; английского гортанного / h / на
русские заднеязычные / х /, / х /.

Палатализация
Английские согласные не смягчаются, но перед гласными переднего ряда они могут
иметь более светлый оттенок, чем перед гласными заднего ряда. Как известно, в русском
языке твердые и мягкие согласные фонологически противопоставлены, и палатализация
согласных ярко выражена. Палатализованные согласные возможны перед гласными и
переднего и заднего ряда. В английском языке согласные по этому признаку не
противопоставлены, но фонетическая палатализация имеет место перед гласными
переднего ряда и / j /. Однако характер ее реализации и степень иные, чем в русском.
Очевидно, что и эта особенность вызовет затруднения у русских учащихся.
Звонкость-глухость
В английском языке, в отличие от русского, отсутствие или наличие голоса при
произнесении согласных не входит в число дифференциальных признаков. Английские
глухие согласные являются одновременно сильными (fortis), а английские звонкие –
всегда слабые согласные (lenis). Именно противопоставление сильный - слабый (fortislenis) является дифференциальным. В русском же языке сила артикуляции согласных
относится к фонетической характеристике и не входит в число дифференциальных
признаков. Влияние русского языка может проявиться и в реализации конечных
согласных глухих вместо слабозвонких английских.
Аспирация

Английские /p/, /t/, /k/ в зависимости от позиций имеют разные степени аспирации,
что не характерно для соответствующих русских согласных. Следует ожидать, что
русские школьники не всегда будут соблюдать степени аспирации при произнесении
английских глухих смычных.
Несомненно, что определенные трудности вызовет произношение английских
согласных, не имеющих аналогов в русском языке. Так как в русском нет звука,
похожего на аффрикату / d /, то школьники могут произносить сочетание русских
согласных /dž /. Варианты замен английских плоскощелевых / / / ð / могут быть самые
разнообразные: / / / f /, / s /,
/ ð / / v /, / z /. Большие трудности вызовет двухфокусный губно-губной велярный
круглощелевой сонант / w /, так как в русском языке нет подобного согласного.
Студенты могут произносить вместо / w / губно-зубной щелевой /v/, гласный /u/. Что
касается английского какуминального заальвеолярного / r /, то возможны замены его на
русский дрожащий / r /.

4. Сравнительное описание
языков

системы гласных фонем английского и русского

Русский язык принято считать языком согласных звуков (36 единиц в отличие от 24
английских согласных фонем). Гласных же звуков в русском языке всего 6. Английский
язык по праву признается языком гласных звуков (разные фонетические школы
признают существование от 24 до 15 гласных фонем).
Соотношение между согласными русского и английского языков выглядит
следующим образом:
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При таком сопоставлении видно, что число гласных в русском языке намного
меньше, чем в английском, что в целом весьма неблагоприятно для постановки
английских гласных. По соотношению между сходными на слух звуками различаются
две группы: первая, в которой одной русской фонеме соответствует пара напряженных и
ненапряженных английских гласных вторая, в которой никаких соответствий нет.

В целом для английских гласных звуков характерны следующие особенности:
1.
Английские монофтонги / i:, ɪ, æ, ə, e, з:, u:, ʊ, ɔ:, ɒ, ʌ, ɑ:/ различаются между
собой, прежде всего, по степени напряженности. Так общей характеристикой гласных
фонем / ɪ, æ, ə, e, ʊ, ɒ, ʌ,/ является их ненапряженность (lax). Фонемы / i:, з:, u:, ɔ:, ɑ:/
отличаются напряженностью (tense). Кроме того, фонемы / i, u / характеризуются
неоднородностью звучания, дифтонгоидностью. Важно помнить, что для носителей
английского языка именно признак напряженность-ненапряженность является
дифференциальным (т.е. ориентируясь именно на этот признак, носители различают
сходные по звучаниюфонемы). Ориентация изучающих английское произношение на
признак долгота-краткость, как на дифференциальный, является методически
ошибочной и приводит к закреплению иностранного акцента. Дело в том, что
экспериментально установлено, что краткость или долгота английских напряженных и
ненапряженных монофтонгов определяется только позиционно (см. далее правило
позиционной долготы гласных). Так, в позиции перед глухими согласными все
английские гласные произносятся более длительно, чем перед (слабо)звонкими
согласными. Признак долготы-краткости английских гласных более значим для
определения качества последующих согласных звуков (как известно, английские
(слабо)звонкие согласные и глухие согласные фонемы трудно различимы на слух в
изолированном произношении, вне фонетического окружения). Для русских учащихся
овладение признаком напряженности-ненапряженности английских монофтонгов
является трудно-выполнимой задачей, так в русском языке данный признак не является
дифференциальным.
Хороший,
компенсирующий
эффект
дает
правильное
использование правила позиционной долготы английских гласных.
2.
В английском языке система гласных представлена также дифтонгами и
трифтонгами. Гласные такого типа отсутствуют в русском языке (есть только
дифтонгоиды) и вызывают определенные трудности при произношении.
3.
Особенностью артикуляционного уклада при произношении английских
гласных является то, что губы чаще всего приближены к зубам и лишь слегка
округляются при произнесении ряда гласных.

Типичные ошибки в произношении английских гласных:

1.
Несоблюдение правила позиционной долготы английских гласных. В
результате для носителей английского языка создаются определенные трудности при
опознании слов типа, peas-peace, bead-beat, pin-pick, peg-peck, poured-port и т.д.
2.
Замена английских дифтонгов и трифтонгов на механическое сочетание
гласных, при этом все элементы фонем произносятся одинаково отчетливо.
3.
Слишком вялая артикулация гласных, ―неподвижная‖ челюсть.
4.
Cильное огубление гласных.
5.
Самая распространенная ошибка – механическая замена английских гласных
(в количестве 24 единиц) на русские фонемы (6 единиц).
Итак, существует целый ряд различий как в артикуляционных базах русского и
английского языков, так и в системах согласных и гласных двух языков. Эти
объективные различия будут провоцировать ошибки в произношении английских
согласных и гласных русскими учащимися. Профилактика таких ошибок, вызванных

лингвистическими причинами, состоит в постоянном и систематическом сравнении как
особенностей артикуляционного уклада родного и изучаемого языков, так и реализаций
согласных и гласных двух языков.

5. Фонетические правила

Правило позиционной долготы гласных
 Долгота английского гласного звука зависит от позиции: 
1. Гласные (как напряженные / i, з, α, o, u/, так и ненапряженные /ı, e, æ, э, λ, υ,
o/) под ударением произносятся максимально долго в позиции абсолютного
конца: tea /ti:/, me /mi:/
shortest
longest
bit /bıt/
beat /bit/
bid /bıd/
bead /bi:d/
2. Ударные гласные (как напряженные, так и ненапряженные) произносятся
несколько короче в закрытом слоге перед слабозвонкими согласными:
feed /fid/, big /bıg/, peas /piz/
3. В позиции перед сонантами /l, m, n/ распределение долготы между
ударными гласными (как напряженными, так и ненапряженными) и
сонантами -- 50×50:
bill /bıl/, pin /pın/, ten /ten/, deal /dil/
4. Ударные гласные (напряженные) произносятся кратко в закрытом слоге
перед глухими согласными, в этой же позиции ненапряженные гласные
произносятся очень кратко (―усеченно‖):
sit /sıt/, leak /lik/



Правило позиционной долготы сонантов

 Долгота английского сонанта зависит от позиции: 
1. Сонанты произносятся максимально долго в позиции абсолютного конца:
bill, mill, dean, clean, firewall, storm, fine, man, crime, emblem
2. сонанты произносятся несколько короче перед слабозвонкими согласными:
field, orange, calls, emerald, Finland, Dortmund
3. сонанты произносятся кратко перед глухими согласными:
bank, fils, finance, finch, dopant, don’t, cronk, point, emergent



Правило 4-х степеней аспирации
Английские глухие смычные взрывные согласные /p, t, k/ (voiceless stops) в
зависимости от позиции в слове произносятся с разной степенью аспирации:
1. с наибольшей аспирацией /p, t, k/ произносятся в позиции абсолютного
начала слова перед ударными напряженными гласными /i, з, u, o, α/ или
дифтонгами (tea, car, pie, cold)
2. cо средней степенью аспирации /p, t, k/ произносятся в позиции абсолютного
начала слова перед ударными ненапряженными гласными /ı, e, æ, э, , υ, o/
(pepper, cat, pig)
3. с небольшой аспирацией /p, t, k/ произносятся в интервокальной позиции
перед безударными гласными (pepper, happen, Peter, bottom)
4. аспирация отсутствует, если /p, t, k/ стоят в позиции после /s/ (Spain, stick)




Чередование гласных в ударной позиции

 Same Spelling, Different Pronunciation 
Ударная гласная в корне слова может звучать по-разному в зависимости от
формы слова, например, nature /’neıt∫э/ и natural /’næt∫³rэl/. Как правило, звуки
/eıi, i, aı, ou, u/ встречаются в корне или в основе слова (часто слово
заканчивается на немую гласную е). При добавлении суффиксов, типа -ic, -al, ity и др., произносятся звуки /æ, e, ı, o, /.
Ударение

Английские слова могут состоять из одного, двух и более слогов. Во всех
многосложных словах один из слогов является ударным (stressed/ accented), остальные –
безударные (unstressed/unaccented) или имеющие второстепенное ударение (halfstressed).
 Для английского языка не характерно фиксированное ударение.
Зачастую от места ударения зависит значение слова или фразы:
1. invalid = a person who cannot look after him/herself because of illness,
old age or injury
invalid - not legally or officially acceptable
2. present – a) gift; b) existing or happening now
present – a) to give smth to smb; b) to cause smth to happen; c) to give a
speech etc.

3. personel office - a private office
personnel office - the office where you apply for a job
4. object – an aim or a purpose
object – to disagree with smth
5. August - the eights month of the year
august - old, famous, and respected
6. console - control panel in the front of a machine or computer
console - to make someone feel better
7. trusty - reliable or can be trusted
trustee - a person who manages someone else’s property
8. subject – smth or or smb that is being discussed
subject – to bring smb or smth under yuor control, especially by force
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Ссылки на картинки
Картинки к модулю “KARELIA AS A TOURIST DESTINATION”
http://www.gov.karelia.ru/gov/Power/Committee/Sport/tourism.html (карта)
Картинки к модулю «A CAREER IN THE TOURISM INDUSTRY»
joedag32.com картинка 1 (гид)
technabob.com картинка 2(эмоции)
hypebeast.com (чемодан)
icons4swrus.com (CV)…

ngomanager.org (job opening)
howtofindanewjob.org (фигурки)
Картинки к модулю «Guiding in Karelia»

http://www.museum.ru/1812/Memorial/PG/colorpg_3.html (Петропавловская
церковь, Александровский завод, Святодуховский собор) фотографии
С.М.Прокудина-Горского
http://kgkm.karelia.ru/site/section/15 (Круглая площадь/Площадь Ленина)
национальный музей республики Карелия
Картинки к модулю: ―accommodation‖
http://www.whirlpoolbathrooms.co.uk/ (ванная)
http://www.tia.lv/
http://www.stepstoahealthiersalinas.org/2011/07(тренажер)
http://talesfromtheroad.southernliving.com/tales_from_the_road/2008/10/easy-eco-fri-22.html
http://www.mspairport.com/parking/valet-parking.aspx
http://store.cadillaccoffee.com/products/gourmet-coffees/ (кофе)
http://www.fordham.edu/campus_resources/campus_facilities/bookstore_669.asp (книги)
http://czechia-vip.ru/category/tury-v-chexiyu/ (официантка)
http://www.mirexpo.ru/exhibitions/russouvenir.shtml (сувениры)
http://photogoroda.com/photo-goroda-Rylsk-photo-city-4220.html
http://www.iconeasy.com/cat/transport-icons/
http://www.kofc10941.org/newsletter.htm (news)
http://www.ucheba.ru/prof/389.html

